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The people have spoken.
Here are the people,
places and ~
If;
temptations ~'1A!!m1:I
that l11ake ! L:.i.:1LlJ'1
Greater Portland great.

I'

RTLAND

Most effectwe dtum group: Campaign fw Sensible Tl'tlllspottation volunteers retum to the scene of the alme.

CBW(fonee Harbert

The. most effective citizen group of 1991:

Campaign for Sensible Transportation
The Campaign for Sensible Transportation has
been selected by Casco Bay Weekly readers as the
most effective activist group of 1991.
Through the efforts of this ad-hoc citizen
. group, the people of Maine were able to put
themselves in the driver's seat last November:
Maine voters overwhelmingly approved_a
referendum that stopped the planned widening
of the Maine Turnpike and established a new
transportation policy that will require state
officials to consider alternatives such as public
transportation_
That victory - which continues to grow even
as the Maine Legislature recently called for the
dismantling of the once all-powerful Maine
Turnpike Authority - was won against overwhelming odds.

The losing Vote No On #1 Coalition had the
support of key business executives, elected
officials, string-pullers from both major political
parties and a budget of more than $1.25 million .
But the Portland-based Campaign for Sensible
Transportation, working with a mere $325,000,
overcame those 4-to-1 odds through smart
maneuvering, hard work and an army of roadweary volunteers - more than 4,000 of them (a
handful of whom are pictured above).
Though they all deserve mention, we only
have space to name a few key players: Richard
Barringer, John Boomer, Alan Caron, Brownie
Carson, Kristen Coombs, Peter Cox, Evelyn
DeFrees, Larry Horwitz, Eric Johnson, Jamie
Kilbreth, Tom LaPointe, Jane Lester, Loukie
Lofchie, Ben Lund, Sandy Magnacca, Fred

Morrill, Beth Nagusky, Joan Saxe, Karen Tilberg
and Peter Troast.
"The big winners are the people of Maine,"
says campaign advisor Alan Caron. "We set a
new standard for citizen involvement. We took
transportation planning out of the hands of the
special interests and put it in our hands."
With the presentation of this BEST OF PORTLAND award, we at Casco Bay Weekly offer our
deepest thanks ~ everyone who made the
Campaign for Sensible Transportation a winner.
And we look fOI'Ward to presenting this
award in future years to citizens who have the
honor and the responsibility to live up to the
"standard for citizen involvement" set by these
fine women and men in 1991.

DON'T WAIT AROUND TO BE FOUND, PUT YOURSELF WHEM EYES ARE BOUND!

(MP).

SEE PAGE 50
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MARCH 21
9:30AM
BANGOR CAMPUS

BEST
PEOPLE

Displays,DemonstratWns, Tours, and more!
Call the:
Admissions Office Today!
1-800-432-7335, Ext.218
947-1121

"

U.S. R.,. T_ AndIWWS, CHI the IIlght of his el«tlon.

Most effective activist

« Most effective elected official:

u.s. Rep .. Tom Andrews
No need to look
Our quality bedding Is
now at a prtce far below
regular prices. YoulJ nnd
savings on King, Queen.
fUll and Twin size

ii;il.lii_,.':~beddlng.

We carry supplies and glass
for the stained glass artisan.

630 Forest Avenue

.. Blue printing services
.. High VolumelHigh Quality Photocopies
.. Quick Retum on "File Jobs"

Ponland, ME

774-4154

Reading The Affordable Luxury
N

Best painter (tie):
Frederick Lynch.
Jon Legere
Frederick Lynch, who has
been painting in Maine for 20
years, continues to develop
his no-holds-barred style
using alternate bars of color
and idealized shapes. His
work in both oil on canvas
and pastel on paper has been
featured in recent concurrent
shows at Dean Velentgas
Gallery and at USM.
Jon Legere has been
painting for 37 of his 47 years.
He spends half his time in his
Cape Elizabeth studio, where
he does mostly watercolors
and silkscreen prints of
Portland-area scenes. The rest
of the time he's painting oils
in the Bahamas, which he
sells in Palm Beach and
Nassau.

-MISMATCH
-CLOSEOUTS
- DISCONTINUED
MODELS
-SEALY
- BASSETT
- MAINE
BEDDING

Restoration and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.

Casco Bay Wftlrly readers selected u.s. Rep. Tom Andrews as both 1991's best
activist and best elected official. Andr_s responded by offering to organlz. a
march against his own office. For any other polltldllll, such a biz..... combination
would be an oxymoron. But for Andrews, elected offlc. Is merely the latest step In a
life spent m_chlng against the syst.m. w. asked Rep. Andrews to .xplaln what has
stirred him to action, and why activism works.
• By U.S.

Rep. Tum Andrews

There are cynics who claim that in the
[
political age of big money, big media and big
bureaucracies, people are powerless to make
;:
real change. Tragically, many people listen to
them. The result is that the very people with
the most at stake in the decisions that are being
made by politicians, corporations and bureaucrats give up any chance of setting a new
course or creating a new vision.
We all end up as losers.
Activism starts with an idea. The idea
spreads, gaining strength, bringing in more
people, capturing their imagination, their
energy and involvement. Suddenly, it's a
movement, a cause, a vehicle for change. Just
as suddenly, bureaucrats have backed down, a
policy is overthrown, a war is ended.
It's that simple, whether it happens in a
local community or the halls of Congress.
Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King
inspired me to become an activist, to believe
that one person can truly make a difference.
Their words and their challenge made me take
a hard look at my own community and work
with other young people to try to make things
better. We helped to start a drop-in center for

isolated elderly people. We started a big
brother/big sister program for low-income
children. We organized a 26-mile march to
raise money to fight poverty at home and in
Central America. We may have been a bunch
of idealistic high school kids, but we made a
difference. I know we did.
Activism works. That's why it's important
for all of us to get involved. If you're asking
yourself why people are going without health
care, why the air isn't clean, why our government seems unresponsive to the needs of
people, you're asking the wrong questions.
The real question is, "What have I done to
change things, to try and make things better in
my community, in my life?"
Bobby Kennedy put it this way: "Every time
a person stands up for an ideal, or acts to
improve the lot of others, or strikes down
injustice, it sends forth a tiny ripple of hope ...
and crossing each other from a million different centers of energy and daring, those ripples
build a current that can sweep down the
mightiest walls of oppression and resistance."
There has never been a more important time
for people to become involved, to act, to make
a difference. Do it.

Best photographer:
Ton.. Harbert '

f

.f:

"Wonderful ... Gratifying... Enduring ... Gail
Goodwin has sculpted inricate realities of the rich
forest of family." -The Boston Globe

bool{land
ojMaine

Porli4".: Dn>nto."". "'" NorthD"te, S. Porti4nd: Millt Pi4u lind
Mill Creelt, Biddeford, Sileo, Norlh Windhllm, Bru1JSll1iclt "nd BIIth.

"Yeah," says CBWs own
Tonee Harbert, whose selfportrait appears on the
following page, "but Betsy
Evans just sold one of
Monte's prints."

INFORMAL WINE TASTING

lest sculptor:
C.leste Roberge

WIT H

Biddeford-born Roberge is
probably best known for her
1987 sculpture "Northern
Archive: Walking Cairn," a
nine-foot-high walking figure
made of heavy-gauge steel
wire and filled with stones
she gathered on Maine
shores. These days, she
teaches at Portland School of
Art (of which she's a graduate) and works in her
Biddeford studio.
There Roberge continues to
twist the figurative sculptural
tradition in mysterious and
beautiful ways, as critic E.A.
Beem notes, deconstructing
the human figure and
exploring self and place
through that figure.
CBW art aficionados walk
over to Dean Velentgas
Gallery in Portland to take in
her work.

Best J-eler:
Devta Doolan
Doolan makes two distinct
types of jewelry in his
Congress Square gallery: 22and 24-karat gold work with
precious stones, and a line of
silver jewelry of whimsical,
cartoon-like animals.
"My silver jewelry was
designed to make people

Continued

0" page 32
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WALK"AROUND DINNER SELEcrIONS
INCLUDING
Terrine of Maine crab and sweet corn
Ragout of fresh wild mushrooms
Roast filet of beef
Grilled fresh Maine fish and shellfish
Potatoes roasted with fresh truffles
Country breads with soft butter and virgin olive oil
Cassoulet of fresh game and flageolets
Fresh berries
Assorted desserts and sweets
... and more!

WINE SELECTIONS
INCLUDING
Three vertical vintages in magnums
of Trefethen Ubrary Selection, Chardonnay '83,'84,'85
Two Trefethen Ubrary Selection Cabemets
from the early '80's
French/American sparklers: Domaine Cameros,
Scarffenberger, Roederer Anderson Valley
Trefethen White Riesling 1988
3 MORE TO BE SELECTED!
ALL MENUS AND WINE SELECTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO
REVISION BASED UPON AVAIlABILITY. WEATHER.
AND MARKET CONDITIONS

Friday, March 27 at 6:30
in the Drawing Room
$59. per person, +tax & grato Reservations required.
VISA, MC. AMEX accepted.

also - join us for Wine Tasting Dinners on Saturdays

162 Main St., Freeport, ME
(207) 86~9377
2 blocks north of L.L. Bean

We celebrate the
. addition of our 2000 s.f.
cabinet shop and our 36"
wide belt sander. In
keeping with our hooses,
it gives our customers
the highest quality
cabinetry CJld
architectural millwork. At
the same time,
woodworkers are invited
to a place where the
millwcrk needs oftheir
projects will be met;
particularly those
regarding surfaCing
boards, tabletops, etc.

:I

r<oB-C.-cbnr<r<ell
acompanyof

-CirnBer< .J=r<arner<s
RR4 Box 4366 Freeport, Maine, 04032 (207) 688-5555
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directly with the customer
and if something goes wrong,
the customer comes right to
us rather than the service
writer. So we have to make
sure everything is on the
money when we're done with
the car. We just treat the
customer right, y'know?"

BEST CHILI
IN MAINE

"I just try to make sure
everybody gets what they
want," says Greater
Portland's greatest bartender.
For the past year-and-a-half,
Gallant has been keeping the
glasses full at Spring Point
Cafe, tucked away at 175
Pickett St. in South Portland.
"We have mostly regulars
so they like knowing they
don't have to order, the
bartender knows what they
want. Fast service."
Any other advice for
budding bartenders? "Smile a
lot."

THE UPSEITERS
Friday & Saturday
Come in far Dinner
by 8PM - No Cover
far the Show!
Entl'rt.lInnll'nt b :'\:I~hh

nr c.ll1 h)r

mt~).

kharas
New Heart Smart Entrees
• including •
Pasta with Smoked
. Chicken Breast
Shrimp & ScaUops in an
orange-ginger wine sauce

caU for olAer tp6fJiGlo!
Thun, Fri &: So', DiIuoer 5 to 9
R...6I1IGIioru Appred..,...l
729-9673
RT 123, NO. HARPSWELL, ME

Community
Cable Network
w..k 0I3{13/112

• COMMUNITY
HEART &. SOUL:
Ambitions of Our
Cultural Institutions (1 hr)

• LIVING TAPESTRIES:

BES
PORTLAND
Continued from page 31

smile, make people happy;
it's very lighthearted," says
Doolan.
"My gold is going quite a
bit deeper; it has a very
ancient feeling to it and it's
very influenced by ancient
and primitive cultures."
CBW readers have discovered both at Abacus Gallery.

Looking to the 90's (1/2hr)

• SEBAGO MAGAZINE:
Irish Music (R) (1!2hr)

• THE MUSIC OF THINGS
THAT ARE DONE:
Irish Development
(R) (1 hr)

• CITYSCAPES (1/2hr)
Programs premiere Frl. 7·1 Opm. and are
repealBd Sal· Mon.1·4 & 7·10pm and
Tues.• Wed .• & Thurs. 9am·noon.
cable Channel 37 in Portland. So. Port·
land. Cape Elizabeth. Falmouth. & Scar·
borough. Channel varies In Gorham.

Great pl.e to buy
jewelry most often
written on ballot line
Intended for best jeweler:
Cross Jewelen
"We try harder," laughs
Ralph Pride, owner of the
treasure trove at 570 Congress
Sl "And all of us on the staff
tend to be obsessive perfectionists, which works very
nicely if you're a jeweler."

Best vonllst:
Darien Brahms
"Wow," says Brahms with
a laugh. (Darien laughs a lot.)
"It's definitely an honor, two
years in a row. It's just nice to
know that people actually
listen (to my music) and think
about it," she adds.
Brahms will be playing at
Father O'Hara's March 20, at
Gritty's March
24, and at a
WMPG benefit
atZootz
March 27.
She's also
planning to
put out a 10song CD this
summer.
"I'm trying to playas
much as possible outside of
Maine, trying to broaden my
audience," says Brahms,
adding (with a laugh), ''but
I'll always come back to
Portland because Portland is
so faithful to me."

Best local writer (fiction):
Monica Wood
"I love Portland," says
Wood, a native of Mexico,
Maine, who's been in Portland so long she considers
this her hometown. "I have to
be the most rooted person on
earth. I'm sure I'll die in this
house. I'm attracted to small
spaces, which is I'm sure why
1 keep going back to short
stories."
The Portland landscape
enters Wood's fiction often.
"One thing I d~ think is nice
about living in Portland is

"I feel really privileged to

STRETCH

MOTORS
25 years
factory-trained.

$30/hour

865-4897

Best not-qulte-Iocal
author: Stephen King

Best mechanics:
Steven Kaatz and
Wolfgang Attwenger

be a working actress consider-

ing what's going on with the
arts today," says Drew, who's
been with Mad Horse Theatre
since its inception six years
ago. "I also feel incredibly
lucky to be working with an
ensemble that's doing as well
as we are doing," she adds.
This year Drew played
Helga Van Zandt in
"Dracula"; last year she
knocked audiences dead in
"A View from the Bridge,"
"Reckless" and "Tent Meeting." When she's not performing with Mad Horse,
Drew works at two
waitressing jobs and does
television and radio work.

access to wildlife," says
Wood. "Animals seem to find
their way into my stories as
well."
Wood has had her work
published in Redbook, Yankee,
North American Review and
several anthologies. Her agent
is circulating her first novel,
the title of which she changes
weekly. She also does copy
editing for a publishing
company and teaches fiction
writing in USM's Department
of Community Programs.
"I love teaching," says
Wood. "I'm not sure whether
I'd rather be remembered as a
great teacher or a great writer.
"As for my own writing,"
she says, "I take the advice
that I give my students all the
time: that everybody has a
right to an interior life, and
you have to claim it. It won't
come to you, you have to
claim it."

The King of Horror got
votes aplenty - but last time
we checked, Bangor wasn't in
Greater Portland.

Best actorI actress:
Terry Drew

Mercedes-Benz
Service

"

Bat local pod: Stne Lutfl'ell,

011

the street.

Best local poet: Steve Luttrell
Writing poetry is "sort of a divine habit;' says Luttrel~ who
also compares it to Keats' description of love: noble madness.
"One becomes obsessed with it sometimes," he explains. "It's
fun."
.
Luttrell gives readings throughout New England, including
regular appearances at Portland's cafe no (which holds open
poetry readings on the second Tuesday of each month). He's
putting together his third book, "The Cafe Poems."
The South Portlander also serves as editor of The Gife Review.

CBW readers chose two
guys who don't wear ties to
fix their cars: Steve Kaatz and
Wolf Attwenger, who
perform their mechanical
miracles at Mailman's Service
at 260 Woodford St. in
Portland.
"We enjoy the interaction
with the customer," says
Wolf, "which is far different
from the dealership, where
you talk to a guy in a suit and
tie and you try to explain to
him what the problem with
the car is and he attempts to
translate all that information
to the mechanic that's going
to work on the car.
"In our situation, we talk

Joe Cupo is a great weatherman, a spiffy dresser and
one helluva nice guy. When
he first heard CB W readers
had voted him this award for
the second time, he was a
little confused, and yelled:
"What? What's that I've won?
The lottery?"
Then he thought he'd been
Continued on pAge 34
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Why go anywhere else?
Gift Certificates Available for the Holidays.
110..

.. and Jacia/ sa on
8 EXCHANGE STREET

83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTIAND, ME • 773- 4731 .-J

PORTLAND, MAINE

775-2555

8:30 - 7:00 M-F
8:30 - 5:00 SAT

----------------------------------

I

EXTRA STORAGE
FOR HOME OR OFFICE
Oak
$119.

AND

SAVE 20%
::: :

ON

::I 1I

ALL OUR RUGS.-

I {;:{

~I ~;~;~;,;:~t!:

n ;",
I ;;:;":'

Double $179.
Single $139.

:::
I::)
:::
I """"

::
I """"

-Major Credit Cards Accepted-

Best TV penonallty:
Joe Cupo

HYDRO·ACTIVE'" HAIR MASQUE
~matrix'
A soothing 10·minute treatment for dry. damaged and
chemically-treated hair. Features nature's own algae micro·sponges
and natural botanical extracts for renewed energy, body and shine.
Stop in today for a trea consultation.

GREAT STEAK • FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

FurnitUre

Herb (The Captain) Ivy,
Mark Persky's partner,
spokesman and human
interpreter, said CBWs award
- Persky's second - "has
proven once again that aliens
are funnier than human
beings, and that no one will
ever be able to out-Persky
Mark Persky.
"I'm glad he's visi ted our
planet," added the Captain.
But where was Mark
(MIA) Persky?
"He went to visit Zong,
King of Outerspace," explained Ivy, "and he'll be
back in a couple of light years
- or whenever he damn well
feels like it!"

SYSTEME

, BIOLAGE.

Best Steak. • Best Late Night

'5
Unfinished
Best radio personality:
Mark Persky

New!

Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

Bill's been riding the
streets of Portland since 1948.
He keeps a clean cab, helps
carry in groceries and is
happy to open doors for
customers.
You won't find Bill's Taxi
in the Yellow Pages, but most
days you can find Bill at the
reigns of his shiny white cab,
parked in front of Paul's Food
Center at Congress Square.
Or just call 773-2201 and
ask for BilL

,.

COMES A
REVOLUTION
FOR HAIR!

-eP

An Old Port Tradition

Best cabbie:
Bill Cash of Bill's Taxi
Best photogrupkr. Self-portrait by TonH Harbert. (TOMe's the 0 _ In the mirror.)

AT SEA

1:1..;'

Best bartender:
Erin Gallant

$2.75
w/Cheese
& Sou,.. C,..eam

~l'l' Li~ting~

FROM AN
EVOLUTION

582 US Rte 1 • Dunstan Corner
Scarborough • 883-2145

Hours:
Mon-Sot
9:30.5:30.
Thurs til 8.
Sun 12-4

I ;:}'

,\\\t~

\\\\~J.~

A Place1b Discover:-

It:
I':':;
Iti
334 Forest Ave. (Exit 68 off Rte. 295) • Ponland • 773-3356 •I
1If
Hours: Mon. & Thurs. 9-8, Tues., Wed., Fri., 9-6 Sat. 9-5 .p I
:

Plenty of Free Parking

~:

----------------------------------

Very Special Flowers

~
HARMON' S

BARTON'S
'\
(

, .

584 Congress Street
Portland
774-5946

117 Brown Street
Westbrook
854-2518
x,

Free parking at both locations.
All major credit cards accepted on phone orders.
Open Sundays,lO-2.

34 Casco Bay w""kly
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BEST ENTERTAINMENT

PORTLAND
Continued from page 33

transported to Hollywood: "I
want to thank all the people
at the Academy ..."
Finally, the light dawned:
"No, really, in all honesty,"
said Cupo, "it's very, very
flattering that people feel that
way. When you're on TV,
there's no feedback in the
studio, and it certainly is nice
to get positive feedback like
that."
Incidentally, has anyone
else noticed how, when Cupo
says it, the line "Joe Cupo's
Weather School" comes out
sounding like "Joe Cupo's
Weather's Cool"?

But theGtre: "Lody DfIy. H

Best theatrical produd Ion: "Lady Day at
Emerson's Bar • Grille"
"We saw people come into
the theatre who had never
been to PSC before," says
Susan Rephan, Portland Stage
Coo's marketing director.
("Lady Day") was our most
popular production in
history, and people are still
asking if we're going to bring
it back again."
PSC trivia buffs may be
interested to learn that Billie
Holiday's dog in "Lady Day"
was actress Paula Newsome's
faithful companion in real
life, Casey.

Best TV guy: Joe Cupo.

Best place to hear live
music: Raoul's Roadside
Attradlon
CBW readers chose the
wondrously eclectic, funky
star of Portland's own Miracle
Mile as their favorite place to
hear live blues, rock 'n' roll,
reggae and folk - both
national and local acts from the likes of Clarence
"Gatemouth" Brown, Johnny
Clyde Copeland, the Naytals,
Dave Mason and Cheryl
Wheeler.
Readers also applauded
Raoul's mean cuisine at lean
prices, off-the-wall decor, and
the most outrageous license
plate collection this side of
Leavenworth Prison.
Steve James, who has
owned the Forest A venue
attraction for just under a
year, divulged his M.O. for
success: "Getting the best
entertainment we can for the
lowest price possible. It just
means a lot of phone calling."
Best acoustic band:
Devonsquare
Greater Portland's favorite
trio has taken 15 years to gain
national recognition. Now
Devonsquare is promoting
their latest album, "Bye Bye
Route 66," up and down the
East Coast.
"Nationally the record is
taking off," says band
member and spokesman Herb
Ludwig, "it's charting allover
the place in America and
Canada. It took a long time to

get a na tional posi tion ou t of
Maine, but now that we've
done it, it's great that we have
it to come home to."
Devonsquare will play
March 19 at T-Birds.

there. We tried to rehearse a
couple of time but we ended
up fighting like cats and dogs.
Plus we like the live quality."
The seven-year-old band
- Ballou, Jeff Irving, Frank
Martin, Matt Foster, Steve
Best blues or Jazz band:
McPherson and Eric Nordin
Blue Roots
- offers a mix of traditional
"We'll play anywhere,"
Chicago blues with what they
says "Barbecue Bob" Ballou,
call "Doodah," an upbeat
lead singer of Blue Roots.
swing Cajun style. They play
"And we never rehearse. We "') often at Raoul's, and will play
do it all onstage. We just whip
-Ii ve - at Gritty McDuff's
it out and it evolves from
on March 15.

Best rock band: Broken Men'
CBW readers' favorite rockers are a R&B-based ensemble
whose circuit runs from Augusta to Boston.
Drummer Phil Engel, rhythm guitarist Rob Jeffrey, bass
guitarist Kevin Jeffrey, lead guitarist Bob Morris and
keyboardist Lindsey Durnbaugh have been playing together for
almost 10 years. And they've just released a new album, "In a
Song," which Engel says is getting local airplay.
Upcoming gigs include the Active Wave in Saco on March 13
and 14, and T-Birds on March 20.

You'll save money when you ride
with MEDEC Ambulance*
Medical costs are rising out of Sight, and no one is more aware of this than MEDEC Ambulance. We don't
think you should have to sacrifice quality to save money.
At MEDEC Ambualnce, the patient'S needs come first. That doesn't mean just the medical needs, but also
the psychological ones. And the financial.
Most people today have some type of insurance that helps meet medical costs. But many of those plans
don't pay the full cost of ambulance service, so even if you have insurance you can save money by using the
less expensive company.
The bed-ridden, needing transport to a doctor's office or hospital; the hospital patient requiring transport
home to another facility; the individual who, because of illness or disability, cannot get into or out of a car: all
need the assistance of a professional ambulance or wheelchair van service.
MEDEC Ambulance can meet that need.
When you, or a loved one, need an ambulance or wheelchair van, call MEDEC.
Or when someone is making transportation arrangements for you, specify that
they call MEDEC. You'll get the best service available, and you'll save money.
We'll even file your insurance claim for you, and relieve you of the paperwork.

MEDEC

Ambulance

* or Wheelchair van

772-6000

~

MEDEC

35

Best place to rent a
video: Vldeoport
"Video lets you take
control of your entertainment,
in a way that's very hard to
regulate, restrict or censor,"
says Bill Duggan, who with
his wife Yolanda Cherubin
owns the movie mecca at 151
MiddleSt.
The couple moved up from
Boston five years ago with
visions of Videoport dancing
on their visors. A self- .
proclaimed recovering
"Masshole," Duggan says
Maine's turned out to be a
wonderful place to live and
do business. And he adds that
he and his wife are learning to
drive like Mainiacs.

Best dance band: Tony
Boffa Band
Boffa's six-piece ensemble
has been around for more
than 20 years; he says the
secret of its success isvariety
and accuracy of styles.
"A lot of musicians say,
'}'m not into that,'" notes
Boffa. ''} try to be into
whatever's necessary to
please the crowd."
So the Boffa Band plays
funk, rock, ballroom dance,
swing - mostly at private
engagements, but also at the
Sheraton Tara's Tipperary
Pub and other local spots.
Best place to dance:
Zootz
Only a couple of short
years ago, Portland was
booking more live music than
anybody knew what to do
with - and, as it turned out,
more than anyone could
support.
(We miss you, Herb.)
These days, we wicked rest
too well.
But on Friday nights, Kris
Clark fans the flames of the
faithful by booking wild,
weird and wonderful stuff:
from the ltals to Dinosaur Jr.,
from Bad Brains to c.J.
Chenier.
"We're the club," says
Clark, "that does all the music
everybody else is afraid to

CBW readers picked the USM-based, noncommercial WMPG, making Station Manager
Peter Twitchell a very happy man: "You just
made my day," he exulted. "Spring is here,
the sun is shining! Thanks to all our loyal
listeners.
"I think it's just an affirmation that you
don't have to follow slick market research
and formatted programming to offer meaningful broadcast service to people; that you
can rely on the efforts and creativity of your
own community."

try."
The rest of the week, Zootz
spins on the cutting edge of
zydeco, progressive, world
beat, Latin and stuff you
haven't even heard you
haven't heard about yet.

Best place to buy books:
Book land
CBW readers favor this
Maine-based and owned
chain when they need a quick
literary fix. There are 13 stores

Best radio stotlon: WIlfPG, holM of divine fonnatJrssMss ami thr pIIl"",lly hlp.

CBW(fonee Harbert

Best radio station: WMPG
WBLM was a very close runner-up. With
its transmitter from hell, WBLM commands a
broadcasting area from Bangor to Boston. "It
really is large, no question about it," says
Station Manager Mike Sanbrook.
"For that matter," he adds, "we broadcast
to all the lobstermen at sea. 'Cause we go 100
miles to the north, 100 to the south, deep into
the mountains of New Hampshire, and 100
out to sea. So we are entertaining marine life
throughout New England. And what an
honor!"

in all, 12 in Maine from
Sanford to Bath.
"Each store has it's own
personality based on location
and clientele," says Merchandise Manager Jo Ann

..,

VanReenen. "That's one of
the satisfying things about
this chain."

Best record store:
Amadeus Music
"We carry a lot of things
that aren't rock 'n' roll," says
Manager Jim Pinfold, "probably the largest classical, jazz,
folk collections in the state, as
well as blues and ethnic
musics." Axel Rose fans,
beware! You may not find
what you're looking for at 332
ForeSt.
Best happy hour (tie):
T-Blrds" Salutes
T-Birds, at 126 Boyd St.,
offers Portland's wildest
happy hour every Friday
night cash prizes, ski packages, free eats (including
subs, pizza, wings, even fruit
and cheese platters), andyou asked fpr it, folksVelcro jumping - in which
Continued on page 36

"The rice and location sold me
rigll away.••
the decision to buy was easy."
-DanCyr

"Everything about Breakwater is right. That was
my first impressio n, and it hasn't changed. When I'm in the living
room and look out at the harbor, I feel miles away from the City.. .
even though I can get to downtown Portland in minutes. Anyone
who visits tells me what a great place I have; and when I tell
friends how little it cost, they're amazed .
I wo rk in a busy nightclub, so I want to come home to
peace and quiet ... and that 's exactly what I have here. In the
summer, this place is great. I can have people over for a barbeque on the balcony outside . .. and a friend of mine lets me
use his sailboat, which is right in the marina here, so oftenI'm out sailing on Casco Bay.
Discover why Breakwater made such a good impression
on Dan Cyr. I-bedroom units from $49,900, 2-bedroom
units from $62,900. 30-year fixed rate
financing available with
~ 1_ .• ~Ler
only 5% dOwn." !
LUK."£'.()UIl

Bnv

~;I,-~----II!'-~:1tt· at Spring ~:

South Po rtland, Maine 04106
O(:\'c lop<:d hy [he \1 t.:Coun Company, In c
• Fln::tnt"lng plans m .. y " « l:('1
-:L J_~ ~_ u n h pric i ng and :Ire 'i uh Jc CI
to .. " .. i labi li I Y Tc.r m l:; ,.rl: S'X'.
d o w n wit h H()()'X, i O-ycOIr

lJ«f"'UUt
~

(207) 799-1899
Sales Information Center open every day II a.m. to 5 p.m.
In South Portland . follow Broadw ay east to the ocean .

Fin ancing ava ilahle th rough the Boston Five Mortg'dge Corp.

Marketing Agrnl fixed r<!tc fi n .m ong , 0 pOlOt..,

.- ... .. . "' . .. . ......... ........ . . ... ~
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UPCOMING

~ "More

EVENTS

i

FRI3/20:
Darien Brahms
SAT 3/1:
from BostonThe Storm Dogs
FRI3/27:
Tumbling Dice
SAT 3/28:
Altitude lou
& the Tropical
Depression
April: look for
THE SAMPLES

THE

STAFF

'O F PORT
BAKEHOUSE

MAKES

TAIFE EASIER

BY HAVING
THEIR

BREAD AT THE

FOLLOWING
SHOP N' SAVE STORES:

PORTLAND

Continued from page 35

Best bar for a
secret rendezvous:
Top-of-the-East
It was one of those nights
when it was too hot to sweat. I
walked into the plRce, took a
couple drags on my cigarette,
ordered three fingers of Scotch on
the rocks. The guy at the bar
handed it over and I slugged it
right down. I looked across the
room. She was there. I got up,
walked over to the window.
Something like a smoky memory
passed between us; we were alone
in a world of strangers ...

-

Port Bake House
263 St. John St., 773-5466 • 205 Conunercial St. 773-2217

SUPEKSALE
SAVINGS I
MAKCH 12. 13. 14. 14 & 15
(TIIUR 10-7. FRI 10-7. SAT 10-5. SUN 11-4)

BIKES, BIKES, BIKES
Get a FREe CAT-eYE COMPl.J'rnR with every 1992 model
purchased during our SlftIl SAlE DAYS.
1991 blcydes available at GREAT SAVII'IGS. Some models
as much as $125 OW the orlglnai price!

QUANTITIES LIMITeD!
When you buy a bicycle from us you get
a FREE 4 week repair class.
Learn how to change a flat tire or
overhaul your hub bearingsl

l'AC*Y~CYCLE
333 Forest Avenue ~ Portland (207) 773-6906

i
jll

with TIm Ferrell

;.1

iii

During the past 12 years Mr. Ferrell has taught improvisational comedy at New York
University and Juliard_ He founded and directed the "Usual Suspects· Improv. C.
and was Artistic Director of the comedy club "Who's on First.·

il

The Top-of-the-East is a
place Dashiell Hammett
could love. Almost unanimously, CBW readers picked
Top-of-the-East - the
combination restaurantlounge that sits on the top
floor of the Sonesta Hotel in
Portland's Congress Square
- as the place where you'd
be most likely to meet up
with your secret somebody.
But who' s kidding whom?
Sheer isolation is the real
reason you picked Top-of-theEast. Discretion is assured.
No one can possibly track you
down here, unless maybe ...
That guy drinking the shot
of Dewars? Could he be
following you?

Best graffiti:
"It's a sad 61
beautiful world."
Pulled from the minimal,
masterful Jim Jarmusch film
"Down by uw," this timeless
prophecy is inscribed on one
wall of the sad and beautiful
Tracy-Causer Block on Fore
Street.

II

This 8 week workshop begins on Saturday, March 14th. The
workshop will explore the fundamentals of improvisational comedy.
This relaxed partiCipatory workshop is an excellent and enjoyable
way for performers and non-performers alike to learn improvisation
while increasing their confidence and spontaneity.

For more information call: 879-0070

Best abuse of taxpayers' money:
Two-tInN win,.. Ccw. lohn R. "lock" McKeman IT.

Best abuse of taxpayers' money: Gov. McKernan
For the second year in a row, CBW readers were nearly_
unanimous in their contempt for Governor Jock, for whom our
tax dollars provide a mansion, a car with driver and about
$70,000 a year.

Runner-up for best tax
money abuse: Portland's
parking cops
Portland' s efforts to collect
laundry money earned hoots,
huzzahs and raspberries from
CBW readers. And who
among us wouldn' t enjoy
booting one of those stupid
tricycles?

Best local event of 1991:
New Ye.'s Portland
For the second straight
year everyone's best night
was first night. After that,
apparently, it was all downhill.
But New Year's Portland
Director Bruce Hazard
insisted that the popular
Portland event is actually on
the last night of the year,
except for the firewor1cs, at
which point NYP is pretty
much over. This raises the
possibility that CBW readers
simply can't remember
anything before Christmas.
Oh, well. Whenever it was,
New Year's Portland was
great.

BEST
PLACES

~ .

Best art gallery: Portland
Museum of Art
ust year, Maine's largest
art museum displayed
exhibits of impressionist
paintings by Monet, Renoir
and Degas; a vi vid set of
Marsden Hartley-influenced
prints by Robert Indiana; ana
photographs by the late
Berenice Abbott, to name just
three.
"We push the boundaries
of what museums do," says
Lisa Austin, the museum's
director of community
services. "We want the art to
be accessible to the public, so
they can have a good time.
We're not a stuffy art museum, a shhhh/ kind of place."
As if to underscore that
point, museum staffers could ,
recently be found teaching
kids a Haitian snake danceright out in the museum hall.
The building itself is a
work of art too, setting off
downtown's rectangular
forms with semicircular
cutouts that admit the sky. It's
become a vital part of the
city's center, and apropos of
its Free Street location, you
can indeed visit PMA free on
Saturday mornings.

Best local place for a
hike: Mackworth Island
You have to leave work
early, take an impossible
Continued on page 38

i

Improvisational
CODledy Workshop

r
patrons don Velcro suits and
jump against a Velcro wall.
Proceeds go to a children's
cancer fund. "We try and
keep things moving, keep
them social," says T-Birds
General Manager Rick Marsh.
"When the week's over, it's
time to have some fun ."
Sophisticated Salutes,
tucked into the basement of
the posh Portland Regency
Hotel on Market Street, doles
out its own scrumptious free
vittles five times a week. A
sampling: Wednesday is
Italian night, featur ing
mouthwatering garlic bread
and pastas; Thursday is TexMex night. On Fridays,
Salutes gives away trips to
Atlantic City, ski weekends
and more. "We' ve got a
reputation for good food and
drink specials, excellent
service and friendly bartenders," says Ann deRepentigny,
general manager of the
Regency. "Once people get to
know you, it becomes a real
gathering place."

fun than humans should be allowed to have." i~

"

WHERE EVERYONE IS

~

~

IRISH

& ON ST. PADDY'S DAYI
W'\! -Tuesday, March 17thNew England Boiled Dinner
Real Grey Corned Beef &
All the Fixins' with Irish Bread

$5 95

Where Good Friends, Fine Foods
. & Spirits Blend Together

212 DANFORTH ST. 774-7604

~

.All!
~

;~

•••;
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ZOOTZ

who brought you the top
national and international
talent such as Dinosaur Jr.,
The Mighty Diamonds. C.J.
Chenier, Fugazi, Kanda Bongo
Man, Jonathan Richman,
Sugar Minott, Firehose;
Mutabarolca, Bad Brains,
Smashing Pumpkins & many
more ... now brings you ...

from Hoboken

Yo La Tengo
Thur., Mar. 12th
$5. 7:30· OJ 10-2

from the Carribean
Soul Calypso Ma5~lerl

BES
Continued from page 37

Best place to crosscountry ski: Riverside
GOifCoune

and his sizzling
11 piece band
Hit song "Hot. Hot, Hot"
wi Papa Loves Mambo
Fri., Mar. 13th

9 p.m.

Dance Lovers Unite/

Skaleore crazies
The Mighty,
Mighty

BOSSTONES

Sat., Mar. 21st

sg- 7:30 p.m. - OJ 10-2

ZOOTZ

Voted Portland's #1
Dance Club
Full Bar Dance Nights
Thursday 9-2
Saturday 9-2
Sunday 9-2
Chern Free All Ages
Nights
Every Wednesday 9-1
Fri. 13th & Fri. 20th
at WHEREHOUSE

become a fashion landmark
- not only for clothing lines
from around the world, but
also for the many talented
women artists and jewelers
who've been encouraged by
Susan's support.
"A lot of great people
work here," says Susan. ''We
all do the best we can."

PORTLAND
right-hand tum at about two
miles an hour onto a hidden
street off Route 1 in
Falmouth, then - once
you're there - take a legal
oath swearing you won't
stray onto school grounds.
But relax: The guards are
friendly, the dogs are dead,
the views are gorgeous and
just one deep whiff of Casco
Bay's salt air is enough to
wash away whatever
troubles you.

This golf course -located
at 1158 Riverside Road, just'
off Washington Avenue in
Portland - offers free skiing
and a variety of terrains. Just
watch out for the divots.
Schussing into a close
second among CBW readers
was Gilsland Farm, Maine
Audubon Society's bird
sanctuary in Falmouth.

Best health club:
Bay Club
At Bay Club in Portland's
One City Center, you can
pump iron, groove through
an aerobics workout, take a
sauna and get a massage
afterward - all for one price.
In just three years, Bay
Club has picked up 1,250
members, mostly thanks to
its 16,DOO-square-feet of
exercise space right in the
heart of the city. Facilities
include free weights, Nautilus equipment, two dance
studios, steam baths and
saunas. Other perks include
massages, parking,
babysitting and laundry
service.
"We provide a safe, fun
environment and exercise
programs that fit each
person's needs," says Bay
Club General Manager Jim
Bunnell. "We're looking for
long-term enhancement of a
person, not a short-term fix."

Best bus stop:
Forest • Congress
Well, the old bakery is
gone now. But this is still the
place to chat with bus
drivers, consult a schedule,
then catch a connecting line
out to Westbrook or the Mall.

Best mom-and-pop store:
Joe's Smoke Shop
Where did Bette Davis
and Buster Crabbe go for
their Sunday papers? Where
does George Mitchell still go?
Joe's, of course. This
institution at 665 Congress St.
has been run by the Discacio
family since it opened in 1945
as a smoke shop and newsstand. Now you'll find
multitudes of sub sand-
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Featuring
a Full and Diverse Menu in one of
Portland's Greatest Dining Rooms.
- DAILY SPECIALS Now Accepting your

Best place to buy men's

dothlng: Levinsky's

Bat beoch: Running strolght for the drink at Scarborough BHch.

CBW/Tonee Harbert

Best beach: Scarborough Beach
Any warm day, the entire Portland peninsula rises several inches as West End and
Munjoy Hill residents scurry out Route 77 to
Scarborough Beach. There are so many .
Portlanders here on a summer night that the
City Council is considering holding public
hearings at the beach.
But the beach is beautiful year-round.
In winter, storms whip huge waves from the
middle of the Atlantic onto the unprotected
shore. Surfers love this place.
In the spring, dune birds, insects and
flowers return.
In summer, well, the place does lose some of
its charm as every square inch of sand fills up
with flesh and Coppertone, and you pay a
wiches, sodas, chips, beer and practically any magazine
or newspaper published in
the Western Hemisphere. Sad
to say it, but Joe's is the only
true newsstand left in the
city.
Joe's also stocks French,
Canadian and Turkish
cigarettes, plus cigars from
all over the world. The great
hours don't hurt, either. The
store is open every day of the
year from 5a.m.-ll p.m.and attracts a wide variety of
characters.
"Sometimes it's a laugh in
here. Sometimes it's a horror
show," says Joe Jr., the Joe
who runs the show these
days.

Best grocery:
Shop 'n Save
Based in Scarborough,
Hannaford Bros. is the
largest food retailer in
northern New England,
employing 16,000 people in
five states. The Forest
Avenue Shop 'n Save serves
5,000 customers a day.
Voters mentioned the
seafood, produce and ethnic
foods as reasons they voted
for this grocery store. Shop 'n
Save also offers services like
delivery of groceries to the
ferry dock for island shoppers.
"We're committed to
building the most modem
supermarkets in the country," says Hannaford Bros.
Corporate Secretary Charles
Crockett. "We offer highquality, one-stop shopping

dollar at the door to see it. (CBW s secret tip of
the week: Th~re' s no charge after 6 or 7 p.m.,
before the sun has set.)
But come autumn, when the marsh grasses
begin turning their breathtaking ocherous
shades - and the tourists hightail it back to
their noisy, Godforsaken cities - a deep quiet
descends again on the place. It can be downright addicting.
If you've got a kayak, haul it down to the
beach and tour the tiny islands just offshore. lf
you're a swimmer, dive in. If you treasure
solitude, bring a book. And if you treasure
another's company, bring him or her here with
a picnic dinner of wine and cheese. They'll
keep coming back for more.

with an everyday low price."
Extra kudos to Hannaford
for giving shoppers a nickel
deposit for each paper bag
they bring in and reuse.

Best bank:
Key Bank of Maine
President Richard A.
Molyneux has quietly built his
institution into a dependable
piggy bank for local accounts.
The bank - which bills itself
as "America's neighborhood
bank" - seemingly has a
branch in everyone's neighborhood: 105 branches in
Maine, including seven in
Portland and two more in
South Portland.
"We work hard to put a lot
back into the community, and
we're very attuned to the
needs of small businesses,"
says Dawn Smith, the bank's
marketing manager.

Best renovation of
an old building:
H.H. Hay building
Actually, the 165-year-old
H.H. Hay building, which
slices its way up the corner of
Free and Congress ,s treets in
Portland, was renovated
several years ago. But
Harding Books plans to move
into the landmark later this
year.

known about little-known
historic spot."
Longfellow House,
Portland's first brick house
/!Ver, was the middle-class
home where poet Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow lived
as a child. Today, tucked away
at 487 Congress St., it's
surrounded by tall office
buildings.
"It's right downtown, and
yet as soon as you walk
through the gates you're in the
19th century," says head of
museum services Nan
Cumming. Open June 1
through Columbus Day.

Best place to send tourists:
Two Lights State Park
OK, OK, again this year
nearly everyone put "home"
or "out of state." We get it;
very funny; now cut it out.
Among actual places, Two
Lights' panoramic view of
lighthouses, lobster trawlers
and the Atlantic sky won out.
You get there by taking Route
77 to Cape Elizabeth, then
turning left at the signs.

Best place to be seen:
Green Mountain Coffee
A perennial wi~r. By the
time the crocuses return, so
will the poseurs.

Best IIttl.known historic
spot: Longfellow House

Best place to buy
women's dothlng:
Amaryllis

Th!>ugh not actually the
house where Longfellow was
born, lots of CBW readers
think it is. Maybe this category
ought to be called "Littlest-

Susan Bergier opened
Amaryllis way back when
Exchange Street was the heart
of an alternative lifestyle.
Since then, 41 Exchange has

The Levinsky family
empire has gained a bit
around the waist since greatgrandpa opened a little
Army /Navy store on
Congress Street in 1919, but
the Munjoy Hill landmark
continues to sell more Levis
per square foot than any
other store in the country.
CBW readers also hunt for
bargains at the Freeport and
North Windham stores.
But Bruce Levinsky says
the more things change, the
more they stay the same: ''We
still do a lot of business off
the seat of our pants."

"Our
workmanship
speaks for
itself... "

"Over 25 years Experience
Estimates Pick Up & Delivery"

PORTLAND DINE
AROUND CARD!

Roy Banks, proprietorl 883-3880\ 617A US Rt1, Scarborough

773-3760 • Casual Dress
164 Middle Street. In the Old Port

men's clothing was Joseph's
- a very different store. "We
put a look together that
nobody else can do," says Joe
Redman, owner of the
distinguished haberdashery
at 410 Fore St. ''We offer
uncompromised quality and
excellent service at a fair
price."

The Army of Mercy
narrowly defeated Goodwill
this year - perhaps riding
the secondhand coattails of a
second-rate Gulf War.
Material Objects also scored
many direct hits.

Best place to buy
furniture: Young's
Young's is a refreshing
rarity in the furniture
business - a store that's in
business to stay in business
rather than always having a
"going out of business" sale.
In fact, Stephen and
Jonathan Young are the third
generation of their wellfurnished family to run the
business, which flourished on
Free Street in Portland for 50some years.
Today, in addition to
Young's Furniture on
Western Avenue in South
Portland, the Young cousins
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PROGRESSJVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND 773-5547
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DeSigner Fabrics and
Wallcoverings for the Home.

I

We have pulled from our extensive
collection outstanding faprics
for $ 15 to $30 per yard.
2 MlLIt STREIT IN THE OLD PORT
Portland. 761·2711 • Open: Man • Sat 10 - 5

I

CONDOM
I
I sense!
. , Portland's Most Unique

Retail store.
located at:

424 Fore street

HEAVY

(right across from the Moon
Dance Club)

*

The ultimate in your
·common senseneeds

*

~ chewing, Inalling IIad pIint is • serious prolMm. Cal us.

LEAD' DETECTION SERVICES
""""II-

AfIdIWo. fill ....DoIhctot
TOll RE11400-71H191 01 766-5501

Continued on page 40
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Best place to buy shoes:
Terra Firma

Best place to go
thrlftlng: Salvation Anny

BE
;.' .

..

Y

Best place to dress for
success: Joseph's
A very close runner-up in

CB W readers tapped the
shamelessly funky Terra
Firma as the place they like to
tread. Doc Martens, Zodiac
and Code West have made
Lori DorT's magic store at
615A one of the many reasons
to take a walk down Congress Street.
A close second went to
monster manufacturer L.L.
Bean's, maker of the sillylooking boots that made
Freeport famous.

39

POIIIAID, lUI.

A store that's unique,
tasteful, and fun to shop.
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Runner-up best breakf.st
Joint: The Home Plllte

PORTLAND
Continued from page 39

to the Lafayette Center, Kennebunkport

Natural Personal Care Products
at discounts up to 75 0/0
Also featuring: Natural Cleaning Products • Kiss My Face Facial Care Products
.
• Cruelty Free Products • Organic Herbs. Books • And Much More

OPEN Mon. - Sat. 9:30 to 5:00 ·106 Lafayette Center, Storer St. Rt. 1, Kennebunk, ME 985-3874

---------------------------------••

. and the Best of Maine

The Maine
Cottage Series
by

Waltman & Co.
Designers
and Builders

The uample above is in the "Gothic revival" style. It has almo.rt 1200 sq.ft . of living space, two bedrooms, and
is designed so it can be gracefully expanded. Featuring exceptional materials and workmanship, this particular
"cottage" represents one in a series of"cOllages" which can be built on your foundation, ready for year-round
living, with prices from as low as $59,950. We believe no better value exists.

Waltman & Co.

19 Pleasant St. Yarmouth, ME 04096
Tel. 207-846-3810

KAYAK CASCO BAY
Guided Tours Among the Casco Bay Islands
• Specializing in 2 hour, half and
full day trips, run at your pace.
Custom designed natural history
and insrtuctural emphasis.
• Customized instruction in basic
paddling techniques, rescue and
rolling.
• Rentals
• Call about Rates. Dates and
Possibilities

SACO RIVER OUTFITTERS
127 MARGINAL WAY. PORTLAND· 773-0910 • OPEN 7 DAYS

Where else can you get a
big breakfast, learn everything
you ever wanted to know
about baseball, and, if it's
early enough, hear a few
things you didn't know you
wanted to know about
lobsters?

Come visit! We're located at Lower FaDs
Landi.ng -A beautiful place to shop for
books, stationery, cards and morel

ALWAYS 20% OFF

NY TIMES HARDCOVER
BESTSELLERS!

Best I.te-nlte dining:
Denny's
H you dine often between

also attend to The Furniture
Market and Young's Ethan
the eerie hours of 3 and 6
Allen Gallery, both on Forest
o'clock in the morning, you
Avenue in Portland.
should seriously consider a
The stores feature home
career change. But there's no .
furnishings selected from
~ reason not to scarf down one
more than 50 manufacturers.
more omelette at Denny's in
But what really sets Young's
the meantime. And you don't
apart is the full-time design
even
need to bring your
staff right there in the storeglasses; there's a full-color
just the help you need to
glossy photograph of everymake that excruciating
thing on the menu. Just point
decision about which couch
(and pay).
squares with your Mondrian.
"We show exceptional
Best b ...: Gritty McDuff's
values without using sales
Once upon a time, a long,
events or hypes," says
long time ago, there lived a
Young's Gallery Manager
choir ofbarflys who sang at
Robert Grant. "We're here.
Dewey's. They scoffed at
We're reputable. And we'll be
those whippersnappers
here tomorrow."
McDuff who would open a
brewery just up the street.
Best pl.ce to get your
But like Hobbits with a
h.lr cut: Mdthew John
habit, the McDuffs did
Beautiful people aren't just
breweth: Sebago Light Ale,
born that way - they have
Portland Head Light Pale Ale,
great stylists. Beautiful men
McDuff's Best Bitter, Lion's
and women of Greater
Pride Brown Ale, and, of
Portland have the inscrutable
course, Black By Stout.
Matthew John at 426 Fore St.
And so it came to pass that
in the Old Port.
the choir now sings the
"We treat people the way
praises of Sir Richard, Lord
they want to be treated," says
Ed
and the other ladds and
owner Matthew John
lasses McDuff. Some even
Crawford. "And we make all
claim the two bars now serve
our clients beautiful."
as cosmic bookends, without
which the Kingdom of Old
Best piKe to buy flowen:
Port
would surely fall into the
HlH'lllon's II Barton's
sea.
Stepping into Harmon's &
"It just goes to show ya,"
Barton's is like stepping into a
sayeth The Great White
Van Gogh. Father and son
Bearded One, "that anything
Enoch and Steve Barton illl
is possible when great beer is
their Portland and Westbrook
involved."
stores with natural color from
around the comer and around
Best AsI.n rest.urant:
the world.
Th.1
G.rden
The Congress Street store
Tucked beneath the redhas just emerged from a
brick ramparts of One City
$20,000 face lift, complete
Center, Amphone
with a Tony Taylor mural
Vorachack's garden of
that's the talk of downtown.
epicurean
delights serves up
Says Steve: 'We have the only
treasures
fit
for the King of
billboard in Portland."
Siam. Lunch, dinner and the
best
Pad 1bai in town,
Best pl.ce to buy toys:
according
to the handsome
Toys'R'Us
waiters.
CBW readers know how to
But wait! Running a very
have fun. And with aisles
close second place is May's
upon aisles of toys like these
Place, tucked away in the
- who needs kids?
Wharf Street catacombs of the
Old Port, where the beautiful
waitresses insist that May has
the best Pad Thai.
No need for an Indochinese
conflict, though. There are
enough noodles for everyone.

001(S
Lower Falls Landing, Route 88, Yarmouth 'i' 84&6306
Mon. - Thurs. & Sat. 9-6; Fri. 9-8; Sun. 12-5

Squon dancen: one of many .ubculturu found dining late at Ocnny's,

.

Padrone Vincenzo Reali
: up an ever~hanging menu at
opened this Munjoy Hill
78 Middle St. The Pepperclub
landmark 56 years ago.
is only for dinner, but always
Amadeo Reali & family run
affordable. "Good food at a
the place now - and considgood price," says Fitzpatrick.
ering that they serve up to
(P.S.: The menu does
1,800 people on a busy night,
include a few organic beef
that's no easy job. The Village
dishes, for those of you who
Cafe is quite possibly the
may be dating a Neanderlargest restaurant in America
thal.)
not to have fiberglass cows
outiront,
Best seafood rest.ur.nt:
The Napolitanos, by
Street II Co.
comparison, are fresh off the
Down on the fish pier, the
boat - their Maria's is a mere
old fishermen will tell you
33 years doing business in
that now and then, as they're
this country! Oh, but Mamma
hauling their nets, a discrimiMia, what wonderful years!
nating denizen of the deep
At 337 Cumberland Ave.,
will look them in the eye and
Anthony Napolitano Sr. &
say, "I demand that you take
family share exquisite
me to Street & Co."
northern and southern Italian
All seafood. All local. All
cuisine. Veal dishes are their
fresh. All the time. And when
specialty.
asked about the secret to the
stylish cooking at his 33
Best Mexlc.n rest... rant:
Wharf St. restaurant, owner
Dos Locos
Dana Street responds without
MexMex, West Mex, Tex
hesitation: "Garlic. Lots of
Mex and Fed-X Fajitas to feed
garlic."
your jalapeno habit. Owners
Steve and Nancy TataTCzuk
Best eclectic rest.ur.nt:
are relatively new to this
Albert.'s
well-known watering hole at
OK. By now everyone
92 Exchange St, but the
knows about the legendary
extraordinary staff remains
Jim Ledue and Alberta's. So
the same. And the food is still
let us introduce you to Hoke
"so authentic you'll think
Wilson, the latest in a distintwice before drinking tli:e
guished line of practitioners
water,"
of The Art of Albertizing.
Guys like Hoke spend
Best veget.ri....
~ their lives poking around the
rest... r .... t: Pepperclub _ :: outbacks of cuisine, always
Where the elite eat to avoid
on the lookout for a rogue
meat. Jaap Helder and Eddie
pleasure. They are impresaFitzpatrick, the odd couple of
rios of the psychic palette.
Portland restaurateurs, cook
How do they do it?

J

BEST

DRINK
Best breakf.st Joint:
The Good Egg Cafe

\~PORTLAND'S BE ST BREAKFAST"
- CBW 1991 READER'S POLL

ST' PORTLAND

"Gee, Beave, that's swell.
But I gotta tell ya: The Good
Egg isn't just for breakfast
anymore. Sure, you can still
get Eggs From Hell. But you
gotta try lunch, dinner, or,
well, you know ... pizza,

Best italian rest.ur.nt
(tie): The Village Cafe II
Mari.'s
We r~unted twice, but a
tie is a tie. This category drew
the strongest opinions of the
ballot - on both sides.
Clearly, Italian traditions lie
close to the hearts of CBW
readers.
The Village Cafe is to pasta
what L.L. Bean's is to boots.
It's a family restaurant the
Cor leones couldn't fill.

Bat italian rataut'flnt: Nellie Welch, Ire_ erasq, frelyn
Tltompson,.,d Bamboo Doris (I. to r.) lHwe moI'e titan JOO
,«Irs of eqaimce at n.. Vila,. Cole.

POIm.AND
772-4080

'Well, I find something I
like to work with," explains
Hoke, after we press him up
against a hot flame. "Like
duck breast... There's an
interesting meat; you serve it
pink, like a steak ... Then I
imagine something that
would go with that, then
something that goes with
those two things."
The Albertization: Panfried duck breast served with
fresh rosemary and leek
sauce; served with baked
medallion of herbed polenta
and topped with braised kale,
garlic, tomato and fontinella
cheese.

Best beer:
G•• ry's P.1e Ale
Because of the lobster on
the label and, of courSe,
because it's the perfect beer
with lobster, Mainers have
been known to call Geary's
"Dat Lobstah Beeah"
But David Geary says he
doesn't mind - Mainers are
buying 85 percent of his
yeasty yield of 150,000 gallons
a year. 1bat's 800,000 bottles'
worth, dear readers.
Whooah! We've got a fun
idea! Everybody sing:
"800,000 bottles of beer on the
wall, 800,000 bottles of beer.
You take one down, pass it
around, 799,999 bottles of
beer on the wall ... "

••••

54 new Colors

of
SEED BEADS!

••••

New Grateful Dead
T-shirts & Decals

I HAVE

HOPE

. .. Forget it.Just keep
singing. '799,998 bottles of
beer ... "

Real elves with strong
backs can be spotted (or
plain) at 263 St. John St. At
Nick Burnett's Port
Bakeh'ouse, they make those
scrumptious multigrain
ethnic and traditional breads,
European genoise tortes and
tarts, as well as American
classics from chocolate chip
cookies to hazelnut macaroons to six types of brown~
ies.
CBW readers buy their
baked goods there, or they fill

Continued on page 42

GCIDDDAY
MARI{ET

Investigate
the Possibilities

Runner-up best beer:
Gritty McDuff's

Best bakery:
Port Bakehouse

FOOD &

to EXCHANGE ST

CBW(fonee Harbert

Gather sponsors then
join us for a great
workout that will help
fund the cure for AIDS,

• To benefit AIDS research at
City of Hope National Medical
Center and Research Institute.
• Sponsor forms available at
Gasr;o Bay Weekly,
WGAIWWMGK, Amore Salons,
Mister Bagel and
Union Station Fitness.

For more Information call
879-9114

• Arrowhead Mills
Organic Brown
Basmati Rice
99¢ lb.
• Organic Black
Turtle Beans
89¢ lb.
.• Excel/ant SWP
Hazelnut Decaf
$7.99 lb.
• Organic Hulled
Sunflower Seeds
$1.59Ib
• Cabots Unsalted
Butter Blocks
$1.59Ib
• Plus Vitasoy
Soymilk
one liter $1.39
155 Brackett Street. Portland
Open 7 days a week • 772-4937
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The $149 Basic

value Membership.
For Fitness That's
Far From Basic

The only thing that's
basic about our three month membership
is the price. At only $149. it's a basic value.
What makes it a great one is full. unlimited
use of the area's finest fitness and recreation club.
No restrictions and not strings. Enjoy our
complete facility. along with the professional
instruction. terrific amenities and attentive
service that reaIly makes you feel at home.
Visit us today and discover that our
basic value membership at $149 is the only thing
about us that's basic.

Portland's Best Fitness Vcliue
One City Center' Portland

(207) 772-5444
Limited Time Offer. New Joining Members Only.

®l]~ M}U2~l]W £~ ®~~~
(JUST ASK THE BARTENDER)

Enjoy St. Patrick's Day in
Portland's SAFEST Brewpub! Open at 9am!
Appearing LIVE - MIDNIGHT RIDER!
Show starts at 8:00 PM
Gritty ~v~g
««1I1HIJ[NJ[ GJLOIBAlLJLY

PORTLAND
Continued from page 41
themselves up at the old gas
station on the comer of Dana
and Commercial streets. If you
bring your bread card in on a
Tuesday, the elves will
double-punch it. After 12
punches, you get a free loaf.
And that's the yeast of it.

Best chowder place:
The Seamen's Club
For only $1.95 you can feast
on a bowl of the best chowder
in town while gazing out the
neo-Gothic windows of The
Seamen's Club at 375 Fore 51.
The building is an Old Port
landmark. So is owner Joe
Soley.

Best sandwich place (tie):
Amato's, D'Angelo's
and Silly's
Alas, CBW readers are
Democratic to the bone - they
,. can never decide. Receiving
exactly 111 votes apiece were:
Amato's, the mother of all
Italian sandwich places. From
the industrial sandwich store
on India Street to the chi-chi
shoppe in Gorham, if you live
in Greater Portland, you're
never far from an Amato's of
one sort or another.
D'Angelo's, the fastmoving challenger. Jeff and
Jerry Howland own three of
'em, but it's the one on St.
John Street that bums through
the br~. Best seller is the #9
Pocket, made with steak,
peppers, mushrooms, onions
and cheese.
And Silly'S, which is and
always will be one of a kind.
Silly sisters Deirdre &; Stefani
Nice serve up bodacious
burgers, Jerk Chicken, handcut french fries and
milkshakes that dance. And
what's just as respectable as
their food is the fact that they
opened their bright, clean and
always-friendly Cumberland
Avenue sandwich shop just up
the hill from Kennedy Park.
'We offer people an
alternative," says Deirdre.
"Just like Jerry Brown."

Best plu. place: Rlcetta'.

R
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You'll find brick oven
cooking from northern Italy at
Ron Stephan's pizza palace at
29 Western Ave. The Grecian
pizza - sauteed spinach and
garlic, sweet Italian sausage,
tomato-based sauce and feta,
mozarella and romano cheeses
- is the #1 seller. But
Pomodoro Olivia - a pesto
lover's downfall- is swiftly
climbing the ranks. Watch
your local weekly newspaper
for more on this battle of the
bulge.

Best burger place:
Ruby's Choice

396 FORE ST

OLD PORT

Behind a window full of
neon on Free Street, halfway
between the Portland Museum
of Art and the Cumberland

County Civic Center, there
stands a shining example of
how to make a living doing
one thing really well: Ruby's
Choice, the uncontested king
of the burger world.
Year after year, poll after
poll, burger lovers choose
Ruby'S Choice. The meat is top
quality, the buns are baked
fresh right there, and with
their zillions of self-serve
toppings you can build any
burger you can imagine.

Best Ice cream place:
Ben II: Jerry's
Not only great ice cream,
but a great company as well.
Ben &; Jerry's only Portland
store is on upper Exchange
Street and is usually packed
on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights. Cookie
Dough is the #1 flavor locally.

Get the Home Furnishings Guide that
Comes with it's Own Newspaper

PORTLAND

HOME

Best coffee place: Green
Mountain Coffee Roasters
Portland's most established
coffee house, home of 4O-odd
flavors of coffee, has just
begun cohabitating with
another Vermont refugee:
Bagel Works.
A bit of trivia: Owner Bob
Stiller used to own the
company that made E-Z
Wider Rolling Papers. (One
way or another, Stiller's going
to help you make it through
the day.)

On Thursday, April 2 you're invited to.
explore Casco Bay Weekly's exciting issue
that spotlights home furnishings and
literally, everything else around the home.

Best dessert place:
Ben II: Jerry's
Why do CBW readers flock
to Ben &;Jerry's? For the ice
cream, of course. That's all
they sell.
Another close second place
goes to Alberta's. Jon 51.
Laurent's Death by Chocolate
still knocks 'em dead.•

I

Portland at Home features a different editorial theme: helpful

advice on home furnishings, gardening; and outdoors. Everything
in and around your home.

Compiled by Luis Conde-Costas,
Paul KJlrr, Ellen Liburt and
Monte Paulsen.

That's all for this yl!Ilr. Special
thanks to the 506 great CBW
readers who voted!
The following BEST OF
PORTLAND voters were selected
at random to receive prizes (which
can ~ picked up at the paper's
office at 551A Congress St.,
Portland):
KJlthleen Maguire of Gorham won
the hot air balloon ride.
Lisa Johnson, Colleen Myers,
Gregory Napolitano and Shawn
Side linger of Portland, and L.
Paquet of Windham, won gift
certificates to Fresh Market.
KJlthy McGillicuddy of South
Port14nd and Raymond J.
McKenney of Westbrook won
tickets to The Mystery Cafe.
Robert Dobson and Bill Hoffmor,
both of Old Orchard Beach, won
ski passes to Shawnee Peale.
Kristi Brewer, Mary Locke, G.
Simon, Edward MacDonald,
Jeremy Lester, Meghan Quinn,
Sum Rice, Philip Kmninsky,
Jl!Ilnne Day, Robert Clark, J.
Sinclair, Nancy Munroe, Mark
Grohman, Louise J. Perry, Cliff
Joslyn, Ionita Blais, Skip Cadigan,
Peter Daigle, Wanda Brochu and
Margi Huber won tickets to
Comedy at the Ca~.

Oh, and a few more things: *52% of CBW readers own their own
home, have a median income of $43,380 and 42% of those
home owners have remodeled within the past two years! That
translates into Sales for home services and home furnishing
retailers! Don't miss this one! Advertising deadline is Thursday,
March 26.

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER

...

"Wimbush & Associates, 1991 Reader Survey.
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; MARCH MADNFSS IS HERE! !
I 2 1 DINNER SPECIAL !
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lowest price entree free. Please present
coupon when ordering.
Offer expires 3/31/92.
15% gratuity will be added to total.
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DINNER

92 Exchange St
Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
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ATELIER FRAMING

Fro mi ng

20%

wilh coupon, offer expires Apr. 1, 1992
"FNe CouuItallOI .1 a. HIIq .. Ira .....1Iofa1lotr

0

:.

For information on how to become part of
Casco Bay Weekly's Clip & Save Section,
contact your Advertising

I

Representativ~:

I

Maureen, Marilyn,

Classic Be Contemporary Framing
• A ntiqu" Frame Restoration. Gold Leafing
• French Mats. C01'Istnlati01'l Framing
• Fine Handcrafted Frames
'Of by

Only 21/2 miles
from Downtown
Portland.

Cary or wry
at 775,66010

I

....
----- -

ANYONE

20% BLUES CD 20%
OFF

1~1E t1.("'1j~:£".~\I"1

one
per

-_.

I ,,' l£~ ~ ,11

customer

._......_..-....
_ .._~_ •

~!J~~N

AMADEUS

~

-- MUSIC~'
.
In the Old Port
332 Fo",Slftet

253 Congress Sr., Portlond. 774·2088. M-F 9-5 oppoinomen" I

OFF
expIres
3/22/92

Pordand • 772-8416

u~commoft record., tape. "

c.o.·,

------------------------------~-----------------------------~-----------------------------

SUPER SPRING COUPON

the Rose Cottage

ZO~FF

Unusual jewelry & accessories.
Unique clothing, used and vintage
guitars & banjos.

Anyone lien of)'O\l' dlOIce w1th this coupon. Expires 3/17{92

Oscar

~~I.~

~~~~~~~~~::

WOMEN'S

L _____________________________

ALL COOKIE

lortland

InWOr~cO.

Restaurant Supplies

369 Forest Ave. Portland

772-9784

Mon-FrI 8-5 • Sat 9-12
Visa, M/C, Disc & Amex

Gloves & Hats

s -j>EClALTY SHOP

363 Fore St .• Portland, ME • 773-7310

•

40%
OFF
AU Wool Sweaters,

Benoit
SHEETS

20:FF

ALL COOKI E
CUTTERS & SETS
Expires: 3/21/92

~

with

CO'u;~~~:~~~;;~~~~

_____ .

Tripp

;~;I~;;WEARD' ",,,,,,,...

(l0Tl$ hair exira)
ExpIres: 3/26/92

wi ct>U n
expo3.~92

"

Mon-Fri 8-4
51 Oak St. Portland 772-7066
r-----------------------------

H.J.IINiel;~n, Florist

I

·10

carnations with presentation of
this ad $3.77 (reg. $12)
G~~

~

Harry J. Nielson
284-5891
ni

.",,=::;::: :

-: ' 266 Main St.
""'". _/ Saco ME 04072

E",

:

-----------------

,.u of

:;!!~~~2.

(minimum purchase alter discount $95,
nootherdiscoun1sapply)

600 Congrcs.! SL
Portland, ME. m-8368
PARKINGSTAMPAVAILABLE

-----------------------------~--------------

200/0 OFF

781-5500
Casco Bay Professional Park. 367 U.s. Rt. I, Falmouth

L ____________________________ _

Buy One, Get One Free

:·GET-THE-ruMPoNs-pRiN(i!ms-t~~-~~~~-ili~~d;;..
·th

20 01

off any purchase

below retail

___
70_with
_ this
_
._
coupon'"
__

WI

w~~~o

value

$f. ~

cholesterol

margerine
P t IittI ••
lif 1'>4
u a
e spice m your e.

•

*coupon
April 1,good
1992
thru

Choose from a wide selection of fine quality
handbags and luggage in cottons, tapestries
and nylons. All made in the U.S_A.
(open 9:30-4:30 M&W Thru Sat)
Next to BOSAL Fabrics, RI. 1

..

};a·· ..

n.""'"
..
u.:;lJ:

.u·· ~a ~;

___ m__

..·

.:;
1111::111
'
with coupon, 1 per customer
••~~'?~?~:~:~!_~~_I!:"m
~~_~~~~_:~
------------~-----------------------------~-----------------------------

FREE Pint of Pork Fried Rice

~~h~);

w/ your order, AND

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

personals
IIjI{14 nrJ
liHU·I:£1'1

Place a FREE personal ad, up to
45 words & receive Personal Call®
ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Lltt'e Chinu ~xun
FINEST CHINESE FOOD

(ads run 2 weeks with this coupon)
CBW mail box is $20 per week. Personal CallQll must be activated,
word IImil-45. FREE ads will not be accepted by phone. use mail,
551A Congress St. Portlaoo. ME 04101 or Fax it to 775-1615 or walk it In.

wi coupon, expo3/31/92

FRAMING & MUSEUM MOUNTING

Total;t{a.&ot<U" .5'afo1

::::1;;11

398 Fore 51., Portland - 773-0811

I

. with stylists
Cherilyn
and Gina

TREII!} S£/TERt

Saco & Biddeford's Oldest Floral Business

-----~-----------------------------

s

with cut

GRIPPO SHOE REPAIR
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

eu=rd Elodronica
~

FREE DEUVERY 878-8403 L _____________________________ L ________
__________________________

_____

767·6500
Fo

.....

an

. 0

,I 554 Congress St., Exp. 3/2619,

--~~~~=--

Expires:
March 20,1992

-

\~.
\'\\l:, c=::>

~

(Rt. 77)
S P rtl d

$35

20 % 0 FFrepairs
r-

Ocean Sl

order of wings, get
a single size for FREE!

\

u.s_ Route 1

Saco, Maine • 284-4512
OPEN DAILY 9 AM - 5 PM

r----------------------------you wear 'em
we repair 'em

505

$60/thlrty visits.
$100/0 full year membership

Purchase any size

MAINE AQUARIUM

294 Main St, Saco • 283-BIKE

Ex. CD@15.98Iist,13.980urreg low price, 10.98 wI coupon

-

FREE WINGS

$15

Trim Bangs
or nope $5

-

head. neck & shoulder massage

Tan for' $4/eoch visit.
. $25/tenvlslts.

~.'-N·i~"

-

~,."!!:JJ!.;:

(/M\~

-

S

with this coupon • expires march 31, 1992

SPECIAI5
with this coupon

UNLIMITED

60 Ocean St_, 50_ Portland. 767-7119

, : PERM

To reserve your class call 284-4512 today!

CYCLES

-

':"'~.:
.

It's school field trip season at
the Maine Aquarium! Special school
rates plus one teacher FREE with
every ten studentsl
, .

SPRING FLING!

~

v

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~ ~::\
HAIRCUT wijh
$3 OFF All New Tapes & CDs

. .;

IWMnttJ

r-----------------------------r----------------------------- ----------------------------SACO

'to\ll~~"Q.:V

ANY REPAIR
WITH THIS COUPON
exp.4/30/92

Portland, ME 04101
Monday-Friday 10-5:30
(207) n4-2933
Saturday 10-5:00
BEHIND LEVlNSKY'S,- PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

.

... ·!>fequal or I~V~I"", 15% grarulty add4ld In

UNCLE '6ILLV'S

QuaJity Bicycle Sales
and Service since 1981

~e ~

.

59 Federal street

.;

~~-:o~;g

•
1

.

.>';1>7~;.j~46~i. . •:.:.

... nu,unuE FOR MUSCULAR n"ft''I''n

every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:U:.m,j:m

Reservations: 1-800-834-3063

AT 7PM1 Old Port • 773-3501

~-----------------------------r-----------------------------r-----------------------------

.... .

THEATER

Portland • Auburn • North Conway

EV8\'f WiD 193 Middle Street

Open Every Day

You can receive a Therapeutic Massage for yourself,
and help Jerry's Kids at the same tim,e,
at the Second Annual

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone

Shows every Saturday at 8 p.m.

•
1
.

FEEL TWICE AS GOOD!

Salivate
&
Solve

~~

WOLFIE'

~

:

Ample Parking

You Still Have a Chance to

<;

WITH THIS COUPON. EXPIRES 3131/92

... _. _. _. _.. _. _. _.. _. _878-3339
.. _. _. ..:_
Corner of
Washington & Allen Ave.

Portlund Press lIeruld

a movie at the Nick that is (right around the corner) or
whenever you want a good meal and a good deal.
Buy any entree from 5pm til close, any night of the week
and get an eoual or lesser fare entree for F~REE!
-,

!I

Buy two Dinner Entrees and receive the

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
presents:

"GREAT ENTERTAINMENT"

AND

:
I

for

45

"I"""..$~,,,"
-~

-. ~ ~ ~.:- - - ~- -;- :- - .- -: - - - ~ .-. -. ~ ~.- ~ .- - ~ - ,. -'"

COFFEE SALE!
ALL GOURMET COFFEE BEANS
Whole Beans or Ground to Order.

Only $4.95/lb. (reg. $6.50/Ib.)
Decaf flavors

only $5_95/lb. (reg. $7.50/Ib.)
<•

Expires March 31, 1992

-- also -Just Arrived
Imported Swiss Chocolates!
Diabetic desserts made to order.

European Bakery Inc.
and Tea Room

Q,.~

67

395 US Rte. 1 • Falmouth, ME· 207/781-3541

March 12, 1992
PSUEDO-PROFESSIONAL 30 yr. old
male looking forsomeone (M/F) to share
my 3 BR house. Avail. 411. Quiet S.P.
neighborhoodwllotsakids. $35o/mo. &
112 utilz. gets you a large BR wtwalk-in
closet, off-street parking, WID & pinball
privileges. Gotta like cats, but please no
more. No smokers or dweebs. No lease.
767-7112, leave message.

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A

body a soul
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, MA, l.M.T., licensed Massage Therapist. AII8Yiate chronic backaches, headaches, neck and shoulder
stiffness, sciatica, stress, improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic
pertormance. By appointment. 865-

0672.
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an
opponents forcetocontrolit TAl CHlIs
a fluid system based on meditation in
movement Excellentforspiritual growth,
radiant physical heanh and uneq ualed in
reducing the effects of stress and tension in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
The art of being yourself. Mark NakellPsychotherapist, 773-4413.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired,
aching, stiff muscles while improving
circulation and soothing tension. Sliding scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P.
Certified. 775-6636.
BACK-IN BAlANCE- Your poor posture
and stress are causing your back pain!
Change your ways through this ingenious corrective exercise method. Instructor Craig Williamson. Thursdays
6:30-7:45. $5618 wks. 7~5749.
CElEBRAlETHEDREAM!WORKSHOP.
March 27, (evening) & March 28. Opportunity to understand ana integrate
your dreams in a theoretical, experiential and practical way. Call Barbara Hare
Noonanfor brochure& registration. 772-

1896.

WOMAN'S GROWTH GROUP to begin
Monday 8Yening, April 6th, 1992. For
more Information call: Pauli ne A.
Salvucci, MA at 799-8596.
WHARF RATS- LOOKING FOR DEADHEADS in recovery to start a support
group. Please, only Heads sincerely
"deadicated' to their own recovery and
growth and the support of other.;. 7733865.
WAY OFWOMEN-Inaspacesurrounded
by nature, join us for a time of sacred
silence and the shared wisdom of
women. Thursday, March 19, 7:309:00pm. Fee $10. Call Kathleen Luke,

Individual lit Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on

• Food

• Body Image
• Sexuality

232 St. John St.

775-7927

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

.:. 772-6411

.:.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RHiH

~

SELF.Sl-IIA TSU C LASSES
BEGIN MARCH 17

Ann Foster Tabbuu, AOBTA
799-9258

BY
LOSING
lose up to 29 Ibs. in
the next 30 days ...
and

DEVELOPING YOUR PSYCHIC ABILITIESANDARELATIONSHIPWITHYOUR
SPIRIT GUIDES- A wor1<shop series for
women embraci ng empowerment Spi rit
Guides and affirmation. Discover the
Psychic in yoursalf. Tuesdays, March
31st-May 5th, 7:3Opnr9:0Opm, 242St
John St., Portland. $75. For registration
contact Dawn Ander.;on, 642-2257.

KEEP IT OFF!
• No Drugs
• 100% Natural
• Doctor Recommended

CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call Tyler 892-9540.
LIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- An indepth forecast of what's in store for you
in 1992. VlMC/M.. 1-800-824-3456.
$2.491min. OR 1-900-903-9911, $2.991
min.

First tirrli!

adVertiser~
who reserve
space by

Apt;/~3rd

willn~Cie\te a

10%

DISCOUNT
.· Offthe

pp~H. Rate!

ON-GOING DREAM GROUP: Accepting
new members, if interested please call
NishH Mehta at 772-4126.

LESBIAN THERAPY GROUP- Ongoing
weekly lesbian therapy group is accepting new members. Meets Tuesdays5:307:30PM. $70 monthly. Confidentiality
respected. Call 775-7927.

Gln lit, relaxing. healing.
An txptritna of dup balanu

BECOME A
WINNER

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION- TM,
the most scientifically researched. effective technique to remove stress and
to unfold full potential. Classes can be
offered in your home. Call 865-3467for
more information.

AUTHENTIC ' ADULT MALENESS. A CLiENT-CENTEREP THERAPEUTIC
group for men who know thod there is MASSAGE and bodywor1<: Body awar&more to life than their own well being. ness, pain. injury, stress reduction. Male
Thursdays. beginning April 2, 1992. For clients on referral only. Andrea E. Price,
more information call: GaryRaceat775- L.M. T., AMIAmember. Slidingleescale.
87Hl121 Tuesday through Saturday.
2833.
JUICE
JUICE We
RECOVERING FROM ADDICTION OR JUICE
CHILDHOOD abuse? Individual and have every make and model available
group therapy toward new salf-esteem with lowest prices. 967-5322.
and serenity. Specialties sex and relationshipdependencies, eati ng disorders.
PORTLAND YOCA STUDIO
Call K92iah Hinchen, LSAC. 841H748.
Certified Iyengar Yoga
Yarmouth.

SHIATSU \~~~:~"
ACUPRESSURE

FAMILY STYLE LIVING in nice large
Portland home. Young professional sociable household seeks NlS professional
MlF. Par1<ing, WID, wor1<shop, barn.
$2151mo.772-7317.

An Ipvjtation

~.
..:,.>-'

l

.;.:.:. .;-~::..'.'

~_

WALK TO USM- Responsible female NI
S wanted to share large, sunny 4 BR
with modern couple (musicians) . Parking, balconies, WID, oil heat cats, conr
puter use. $25O/mo. +1/3 utils. (cheap!)
773-7701.

":;: . ,.

ii\. our lives
we wish to shed light on.

We all have ar~s

NlS, MATURE, RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE wanted to sharelarge3 BR apt. in
Old Port area. S18!>1mo. +1/3 utils. Call
775-0238.

CHANNELING
207-772-8256

OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

FIND HEALING in this supportive
women's therapy group... counseling
for couples is also available. For more
informatio n, call Jane Gai r 774-8633.

c;alLMichael
KIM MATHEWS
ATTORNEY AT LAW
• Sexual HarraoamenVAbuse
• o;vace. Custody, Support
• Wills,

<;;r . . :;·)·.:'

Lisa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T,

MA7~927.

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANlED
TO KNOW about 5 Element Acupuncture. FREE talk and discussion at the
Portland Center of Classical Acupuncture, 145 Newbury St, Portland. Monday, March 16, 7-9 p.m. 775-0058.

caw CLASSIFIED AD

Probate

• Environmental Law

772-2790

:at.

PAS T OCL I F E
THERAPY

Fee/$IO
Half Day Workshop
Sarurday, March 28,
10 a.m.-2:30 p.nt Fee/S35

Limited enrollment

HERBS & HEALING
APPRENTICESlllP

1·800-395·4619

647-2724

Do Lour goals match your
skil s? Do you know how
to market yourself? Are you
tongue-tyed at interviews?
There Is a job for you .

1'- ~~I

207/799-3344

77S~6601

LOOKING FOR FEMALE ROOMMATE in
West End loft apartment. Your space
incl. 2 rooms wi skylights. on street
parking , separate entrance, shared
kitchen and bathroom. Quiet responsible. noalcohoVdrugs, no catsordogs.
Available March 1, $3251mo. util. incl.
775-7435.

Call 799-4927.
Kathleen Luke, M.A.

Call

Is Your
job fun?

CONSIDERATE ROOMMATE SEEKS
SAME- Country living, play chess with
the horse, backgammon with the geese.
$265/mo. Gorham, 892-5356.

Inuoductory Talk & Experience
Thursday, March 26, 7-9 p.nt

with Herbalisl
Corinne Martin
providing in-depth
information & skills
for using
Medicinal Herbs.
April- November
Bridgeton, Maine

"We will help you look &
feel Great!"

EAST END HOUSE- TOTALLY RENOVATED, great kitchen, roof-top deck
with views. Must be neat and easygoing. $3OO/mo. includesutils. Call John
at 773-7613.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NlS roonr
mate wanted to share nice home with
discreet GM. Private lo~ 2-112 baths,
WID, heat & cable included. Prefer 2535. 10 minutes to Portland. $325/mo.
892-1056.
OOB NEAR SCAR. LlNE- NlS professional to share 2 BR townhouse. 1 112
bath. cathedral ceilings, fireolace, WID ,
ddCk, quiet wooded area, 10 min. walk
to beach. $2851mo. plus 112 utils. 9343811 .

roommates

GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE NlS, M/F
roommate to share new home. 2 story,
loft style, hardwood floors, spacious.
bright, comfortable. Garage, near
beaches, quiet neighborhood. $3OO/mo.
+112 utils. 883-8454.

PROGRESSIVE. NON-PETTY, considerate, sharing housemate (MIF, GIS, NlS,
20s), West End apt. b'f Prom, lots of
space, quiet street small yard , garden,
pear trees, $2751mo. share utils. 7733202, Jeff.

SOUTH PORTLAND-2 BRAPARTMENT,
NlS preferred, furnished, off of Broadway. $2751mo. includes everything except for phone. Off-street parking. Contact Karen, 9-5 at 774-5791 or after 5 at
767-2119.

WEST END- FEMALE TQ SHARE with 2
females. $2251mo. including heat. No
lease. 879-8705.

WESTBROOK NlS FEMALE SEEKS
SAME to share large 2 BR mobile home.
S2751mo. includes heat. CaiI854-1064.

VEGETARIAN N/S ROOMMATE
WANlED to share 2 BR Sanford Condo.
$250/mo. + 112 utilities. Valerie 3245469.

ROOMMAlE WANTEDTO SHARE HUGE,
SUNNY 3 BR house. Plenty of off-street
par1<ing and storage. $245/mo. + 1/3
utils. Rest of March free! 856-7315,
Susan or Mark.

PROFESSIONAL NlS MlF WANTED to
share nice large home in Portland. Parking, WID, lurnished, workshop, barn.
$215/mo. 772-7317 .

f(>rmore
information.

COUNTRY L1VING- SEBAGO LAKE
AREA, 2N/S roommates wanted to share
large, spacious house. Beautif:.1 location. Easy commute to Portland. WID.
$3OO/mo. plus utilities. 642-2665.

Your classified ad: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CATEGORIES
add'f

1 week

w..ks

up to 30 words

$9

$6

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

each additional word .2511:
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds, 20 word limit.

DEADLINES
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates_
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Telephone: - - - - - - - - - - - -

PHONE IT fN: 207-775-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order

FINE PRINT
CI_ified ade rnJ8I be paid lor In advance wtth """h.
peroonal check, rooney Older, \Iiaa ex Maoiercard. L08t
& Found ~em. listed flee. Claeoified ado are
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ed which do not affect the value or content, or
8UbettJrltialy change the meaning of the ad. Cradtt wii
·be iooued when a viable error has been determined
within one week of publication. Tear .heel. aveilable
for S2Icopy.

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard
MAILIWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Cong~S8 St.,
Portland, ME 04101

o Visa
C~dit

0 Mastercard
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Exp.date·= --_ _ _ _ __
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STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All
inciusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high
energy environment. Darkrooms to
suites with views. $115 to $2OO/mo.

PORTLAND WEST END- Briggs St.,
large, sunny 1-112 BR in2 family, owner
occupied, 1st floor, parking, $400/mo.
• electricity & gas. 1 month deposit
772-8397.

STUDIO SPACEFOR RENT- Community
Pottery Studio has space for rent. Ceramic supply store located on lower
level. For information call 772-4334.

OEERING OAKS-213 BRs on lstfloorin
quiet 2 family house. Large kitchen,
small yard. $650/mo. includes heat, gas
stove, WY/, par1<ing. Section 8 approved.
Call 774-3392.

YARMOUTH- NICE 3 BR HOME, male
roommate wanted, gayorstraight. WID,
must be clean and responsible. Available 3-7-92. $275/mo. plus uti Is. 8464952, leave message.

WEST END, 22 Carleton St.- Nice. quiet
1 bedroom in Iandmar1< brick building.
Laundry, parking, fireplace, hardwood
lloor.;. $525/mo. indudes heat and hot
water. Cats okay. 799-5316.

COlMRY LIVING. MINUTESTODOWNTOWN- Ocean Ave. near Falmouth, beautifully renovated 2 BR in turn of century
house, hardwood and wtw, distantviews,
deck, garden space, wid hook-Up. $625.
773-1192.

RESPONSIBLE NIS FEMALE would like
to share apartment with other female(s)
or room in nice family home in Portland
area. Call 773-6743, Cathy.

SHERMANST.'18-Modern 1 bedroom
with large kitchen, new carpeting, r&cently painted, parking, storage. $3001
mo. plus utilities. ~5316.

PARK STREET- Sunny effic. avail. April
1. Fun, unique space with lots ofsun in
great central location . Heat and HW i ncl.
S100twk.772-0327.

WEST END- SEEKING quiet, clean NlS
female to share sunny 2 BR wlfemaie
artist and her pets. Great location, only
SI90/mo. • 112 utils. Gas heatlHW. 7738368.

SHERMAN ST.'139 - 2 bedroom,
livingroom, dining room, quiet building,
par1<ing, yard, storage, washer/dryer
hookup. $475/mo. includes heat and
hot water. 7~5316.

MUNJOY HILL-Sunny, attractive, 1 BR.
1st lloor, living room with bay window,
beautiful wood IIoors, off-street parking, wid hook-up, oil heat plus utils.
$350/mo. 775-3624.

GF LOOKING FOR CHEM-FREE BAY VIEW RESIDENCE - Tired of lookHOUSEMATES (GFs) to share house in ing at dirty ru ndown apartments? Co me
Rosemont area. Animal lovers a must. see our newly renovated studios and 1
S75/wk. includes utilities. I smoke. bedrooms. Intercom system. Laundry
Please call and leave message. 775- and Nautilus rooms comi ng soon! $310
to $39s.'mo. includes all utilities. 7724896.

6m.

GROOVY LARGE APARTMENT TO
SHARE- Morning St., views, place to
plant, privacy. Spacious living room,
diningroom, kitchen, guestroom, and 2
full size bedrooms. You should be dependable, relaxed and happy! $282.50/
mo. plus utilities. Call Lisa, 772-3931 .

GRAY ST.#75 - 2 bedroom, 1st floor.
Spacious, wide pine floors, beam ceiling, working fireplace and woodstove.
courtyard, laundry facilities. $5OO/mo.
plus utilities. 772-6727. LOOKING FOR
Q.EAN. QUIET lENANTS.

SPACE? YOU NEED SPACE? You got it
in this large Portland apartment. GM
and straight dog seek responsible NlS
roommate. $25O/mo. plus 112 utilities.
Sunny location, deck and more. 8747475.

WEST ST .120 - Contemporary two level
townhouse, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, fully
applianced kitchen, large livingroom'
dining room combination, high ceilings,
wtw carpeting, laundry facilities, parkIng. $5OO1mo. plus utilities. 772-6727.

HANOVER ST.- WANlED: Female NlS
roommate. $285/mo. plus 112 utilities.
Cats are welcome. Call after 6:00 p.m.
883-6316, ask for Richard.

WESTBROOK - Newly painted 2 bedroom, refrigerator and stove. carpeted,
lots of par1<ing and storage. Available
NOW! $3951mo. BONUS! Ask about
FREE COLOR TV! 892-8899.

DESPERAlELYSEEKINGM/Ftoshare2
BR duplex in Gorham with easy-going,
active, NlSprofessional. WID, largeyard,
deck. Must like doos + cats. Sorrv no
kids. $312t1mo. 839-5487.
ROOMMATE WANTED-RESPONSIBLE,
MATURE, PNF 30. desired to share
apartment with nice view with 2 males
on Tyng Street in Portland. S170/mo. +
1/3 utilities. Call Scott 871-0126.
LARGE SUNNY MUNJOY HILL APT.
Private 2-room suite plus share living
room, kHchen, bath, sundeck. Ideal for
couple or single, 30's-40·s. $350/mo.
incl. heat/hw. Jon, 774-2332.
GREAT SOUTH PORTLAND HOUSE TO
SHARE with one person and cat. Willard
Beach area. WID, cable, lots of
ammenities. NIS please. $350/mo. includes utilities. 767-4459, leave message.
EXtELLENT INTOWN APARTMENT
needs interesting male roommate{s) to
share spacious, neat, 3 BR home.
Monthly: $285; weekly: $75/single or
$5OIdouble. Includes rent utils, phone
& cable. Call 874-9002.
OLD PORT. ROOMMAlE WANTED FOR
SUNNY 4th floor 2 bedroom apt Elevator, exposed brick and beam, dishwasher, etc. Parking nearby. $295Imo.
Call 774-5031.

WESTBROOK- Main St., 1 BR apartments, necently remodeled, great condition, new appliances, parki ng, on
busline. $350 to $390/mo. Some include heat. No pets. 854-4642.
WESTERN PROM AREA- 1 BR apartment in beautiful brick Victorian building. Clean, carpeted, quiet. Full bath.
$450/mo. includes heat HW and offstreet par1<ing. 1-568-3683.

o wanted

DEERING- Brigh~ sunny 2 BR duplex.
New building with views of Back Bay in
quiet neighborhood with yard, DIW, WI
hookup, WIWcarpeting,storage, par1<ing. $575/mo. plus utlls. 879-0410.

EAST END SUNNY ONE BEDROOM. LR;
DR, chinacabinet hardwoodlloor.;, sun
porch, WID avail., off-street par1<ing,
great yard. $SOD/mo. includes heat hot
water. Avail. April 1st 773-2191 .

SOUTH PORTLAND- M/F, N/S to share
home, own bath, WID, fi replace,
screened-in porch overiooks large backyard. Clean, quiet, easy access to MMC,
beaches. $3oo/mo. +112 utils. Vegetarian preferred . 7~676.

apts/rent
RATES

WESTBROOK-2BRAPTS. 1-112 baths,
laundry room. Excellenlcondition. Yard
& parking. $450-$524/mo. Call 8544642.

WESTBROOKIWINDHAM- 2 BR apartment clean, carpeted, big yard, par1<ing.
Country location on quiet private road,
but handy. 2 weeks free rent. $4751mo.
plus utilities. Security deposit no pets.
1-727-3673.
PORTLAND- 2-3 BEDROOM, hardwood
floors, decks, WID,fully applianced, fireplace, 5 minute walk to MMC & USM.
$6OO/mo. + utilities. Security deposit
Call 874-2448.
WESTBROOK-Sunny, quiet renovated,
small 1 BR, par1<ing, dead-tnd street
yard, on bus-line, no dogs. $4251mo.
plus deposit, includes all utils. 8560138,

USM AREA - Large 1 bedroom, 1st
floor, spacious rooms, recently renovated, finished basement with rumpus
room. bar, laundry room With wasll8rl
dryer. backyard, garage parking. Quiet
neighborhood. $5951mo. heated. 7673581, 7~764 .
OLD ORCHARD BEACH. Bright sunny
one bedroom apartment, new kitchen
and bath. Bay window and sundeck. 4
mins. walk to ocean. $36O/mo. Last
month's rent free. 773-5573 Robinson.
DANFORTH STREET. Large sunny studio, hardwood floors, resident superintendent, discount on fir.;t 3 mos. rent
Arrangementson securitydeposit $3851
mo. including heat hot water, utilities.
Call Stuart 879-2478.
PORTLAND- 2 BR 1st fI.- Convenient
locations, no pets. $460/mo., heaVHW
included. Stove, refrigerator included.
Sec. dep. & references. 775-0245.
GORHAM- LARGE 2 BR APARTMENT,
Country setting, near-by hor.;e, geese,
playground, tennis courts, river & waterfalls. $550/mo. Available 411. 8925356.
LOOKING TO SUBLET beautiful, spacious apartment near Westgate Plaza.
Striking view of Portland. Quiet building. Off-street par1<ing . Only $SSO/mo.
Call Apartment Management Specialists 775-2066.

2-112 ROOM APARTMENT in quiet,
cheertul landmark building. S4151mo.
includes heat and utilities. Call 7745561 from 8:3Oanr4pm, Mon.-Fri.
MUNJOY HILL-TWO 1BR APTS. AVAILABLE in renovated historic house on
quiet street Townhouse style, patio,
landscaped yard, off-street parking. Pet
OK. $385 and $410. Sec. dep. required.
Call 781-4255.
WESTBROOK- Sunny, spacious, 2 BR,
liv., din., kit., WIW, attic storage. WID ,
quiet, yard, parking. $575/mo. + sec.
Inc. heat + hot water. 871-9252.
NEWBURY ST.- Newly remodeled 2 BR
townhouse, heat and HW included, DI
W, disposal. $4751mo. includes one
month rentfree! 772-3595 or 879-0447.
E. PROM AREA- 2 BR, great large deck,
hot water, WID hook-up, buin-in cabinets, quiet area and parking. 774-6048
or 781-0946.
MAINE MEDICAL AREA- Largeone bedroom. Heat, hot water, parking. $400/
mo. Call 871-0021.

USM AREA- Sunny 1 BR, large windows, hardwood floors, pets are cool.
828-0652.

7~759.

ARTISTS AND CRAFTS PERSONS- Interested in renting studio space with
gallery and teaching opportunity in beautiful Cape Elizabeth location. 6 spaces
available. Call Billie 7~4708 or June
7~314 .

seasonal/rent
REMOTE, RUSTIC , MOUNTAIN
LAKEFRONT log cabins- ideal get-a-way
for artists, writer.;, photgraphers. etc.
Nature lover's paradise! Free color brochure. The Last Rsort, P.O. Box 777CB,
Jackman, ME 04945. 207-668-5091
SPRING SKI & SHOP WEEK- 3/27-4/3,
NorthConwayCondo Townhouse, 1BR,
sleeps 4, indoor pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
closeto slopes and outlets. $650 or B.O.
'73-1192.

child care
SUMMIT
WEST END NON-PROFIT CHILDCARE
TERRACE
CENTER has opening for preschool or
age child. Low staff/child
APARTMENTS kindergarten
ratios, developmentally appropriate acSoutb PortUmd, ME

$600 to $625
• Heat included
• W!W carpeting, appliances
• J-IJundry room facilities

• Patio and walk-in storage
• Close to marina and beach
• Ample parking

• No pets, one year lease
Modern two bedroom

aparlments

in a quiet village setting

799-3475
~~

(e;>~rtland

\..E.9urt

Apto.

NEAR MAINE MALL
295 & 1·95
Modern Spacious
2 Bedrooms.
Heated or Unheated.

•
•
•
•
•
•

All modern appliances.
Inels. Microwave
Dishwasher/Disposal.
Self cleaning oven,
Frost free refrigerator
Lg . laundry facility on
premises
• WIW Carpeting
• Private balconies
M - F: 9-6
SUn: 12-5

761-2881

_."""'-"y
"y

lnIIIJaged
DOLBEN, INC.

onlces/rent
SMALL OFFICE IN PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING on Rt One in Yarmouth.
Ample par1<ing, utilities included. $3001
mo. Call Linda at 846-3636.
BEST HISTORICAL AND

SINCE
THE DEAD SEA SCROu.s

Historical Old Port office space
offering big business amenities
at small single office prices.
RecepVSecrotary. Confemnee
Rooms, Fax and Xerox plus
mOil!, from $200 up.
can 772-11667
and ask for the Landlord who
was around when they copied
the book of Isiah.

studios/rent
START 1992 OFF RIGHT. Join other
artists/craft people in building at 317
Cumberland Ave. 400-1200 sq. It Lights
and heat included. Par1<ing available. No
lease required. Call 772-6527.

help wanted
$500WEEKLY, NEW! EASY! Stay home,
any hour.;. Easy Assembly... $21,000;
Easy Sewing ... $36,000; Easy Wood
Assembly ... $98,755; Easy Crafts...
$76,450; Easy Jewelry... $19.500; Easy
ElectroniCS ... $26,200; Matchmaking ...
$62,500; Investigating... $74,450; TV
Talent Agent... $40,900; Romance
Agent.. $62.500. No seiling . Fully guaranteed . FREE 24 hour recording. BOl379-2900 Copyrig ht 'ME 114YH

NEED EXTRA CASH? Own you r own low
stress, low miantenance business. Save
$$ buying food, etc., from yoursall. No
hard sell. Unlimited income potential.
(NotAmway or Nu-Skin!) Call878-8346.

$200-$500 WEEKLY-Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling. You're
paid direct. Fully guaranteed. FREE 24
hour recording. 801-379-2900 Copyright 'ME114DH.

ATTENTION: THE MEN'S LINE IS EXPANDING! Professional male dancers
wanted. Call 828-1308.

$4O,ooOlYR! READ BOOKS- Number
Pages... $21 ,000; Make Index... S3O,000;
Corrections ... $30,000; Reviews...
$40.000; Read TV Scripts ... $50,000. At
home. beach, vacations. Guaranteed
income. Publishers need you! FREE 24
hour recording 801-379-2925 Copyright
'MEI14DB.

GET HIRED THE EASY WAY! Learn how
to get employers to call you and giveyou
the job you want Results Guaranteed.
Free recorded information. (512)4384548, ext. ME-W273

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the investigation of
financing, business opportunities and
work at home opportu nities, Casco Bay
Weekly urges it's reader.; to contact the
Better Business Bureau. Inc., Maine Division, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME
04103-2648.

SERIOUS GROWTH POTENTIAL
Experienced Telemarketer needed to pioneer new
accounts for Maine's #1 weekly newspaper. Must be an
aggresive self-starter with sales ability. Potential to
become lead TM in expanding department. Base plus
commission. Send resume and cover letter to:

tivities, alternative kindergarten program. Call 772-9817.

SSlA Congress, St,
Portland, ME 04101

help wanted

Attn: Telemarketer

GIRLS WANTED FROM MAINE, N.H., &
MASS., between 7-19, to compete in
this year's 3rd annual 1992 Portland
Pageants. OVer $20,000 in prizes and
scholarships. Call today, I-BOO-PAGEANT, ext. 1318 (724-3268).
$40,000lYR.! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun. relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording 801-379-2925
copyright 'MEl14EB
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income, easy
work assembling products at home. 7day 24-hr. service. Info 504-646-1700,
Dept P5086.
BE ON TV.- Many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For casting
info call (615)779-7111, Ext. T-I265

FAX FREE THURSDAY!

'7'75-6601

.7

No phon. calls, pI_.

REPORTER/EDITOR
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an aggressive
journalist to write hard-hitting cover stories, manage the
"Newsbriefs" section and assist in the developement of
Ihis fast-growing young newspaper.
We are looking for a team player with at least three
years' experience at finding the story behind the news,
getting the details on the record and writing
squeaky-dean copy that won't sit still.
High standards. Low pay (start $18k/yr. plus
benefits). Experience with investigative projects would
be a plus.
If you hum to uncover injustice and are ready to work
like hell, send your smoking hot clips, resume and
references to:

IlfJii(.j:fllj

SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101

"I'l44 ~ m Attn: CBW News Editor Search
______ • • CBWosan EOf.

real estate
WEST END- 3 BR, 1.5 bath. Recenfly
renovated house with hardwood floor.;
and spacious feeling. Fenced-in yard,
off-street parking. El!cellent investment
as home or rental. $79,000. Bruce
Gingrich, Century21 Balfour, 774-2121.
PARK STREET ROW HOUSE - Historic
two level townhouse, extensively remodelled in 1988. 2 bedrooms, fully
applianced kitchen wrth cherry cabinets,
largediningroomwith handpainted oriental ceiling, very large living room with
"oor-to~eiling windows, 4 fireplaces,
high ceilings throughout, 3 bathrooms,
master bath includes whirlpool, large
deck, garage. All this, PLUS additional
income from apartments i nthe buildi ng.
All have fireplaces and fully applianced
kitchens. All are unique and completely
renovatedO
$45,000. FIXER-UPPER. LIMERICK nice
lot view. Or call if you' retired of renting
and qualify for 65-75K+; I can helpl Ken
Brinnick Sebago Lake Realty 892-2500.
WINDHAM . SEBAGO LAKE- Open
House, Sat. 14,Sun.15, 1-4 pm. 9 room
split on 1.4 acres. 3+ BR, 2 baths, 2 car
garage. Located in Mineral Spring Estateswith private beach on Sebago Lake,
tennis courts. Take Rt 302 towards
Raymond, turn loft on Linnel Rd . just
after Lutheran Church. S154.900. 8928477.

CIRCULATION DIRECTOR
Casco Bay Weekly has an immediate part-time opportunity for a self-starter who likes dealing with people and
working outside.
We are looking for a friendly and energetic person to
deliver papers, monitor distribution sites and prepare
mailings for the Post Office. You must be organized and
have the use of a reliable vehicle. A friendly, can-do
attitude is required; experience is not.
This position offers up to 20 hours of work per week,
most of it on Wednesdays and Thursdays. The pay starts
at $6.50 an hour plus mileage, with a raise possible after a
successful review,
If you like Casco Bay Weekly and working with people,
send a letter expressing your interest to:
551A Congress, St ,
Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Seth Sprague, Publisher
No phon' calls, pI_.

FAX FREE
THURSDAY!
'7'75-6601

Respond to
any
personal ad
by calling

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Deering Center, Quiet Neighbomood
Spacious 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath,
With garage. Red oak floors,
livil19 room wi fireplace, large
family room, applianced kitchen,
economical gas a-zone FHW
heat (new bumer), quiet street,
nice yard/gardens, excellent
schools - We are moving!

$122,500
CALL 879-0499

900-370-2041
Call costs $1 .49

a minute.

,

~re!!!a!!!1e!!!st!!!a!!!te!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.., dating services
MEET BEAUTIRJL, FAITHFUL, ~rriag&
!Tinded ladies from Asia. Russia. Europe, North & South America. For FREE
photo brochure and complete details
call 702-451-3070 anytime and leave
mailing address.

ALWAYS THE
CHEAPEST "1992"
3BR for $14,995 or $1 ,499 down 180 months at
$141, Apr 9.5% 4BR for $18,995. Double wide
$24,995. Champion, Holly Park, Imperial, Norris
and Redman.

Rt 26, Oxford, ME

LUV

HOMES

207 -539-4 759
Hours: Daily 9-6, Sunday 10-5

$169 for 180 Months
$1,799 down, Apr 9.5% (1992) Fleetwood 70'
3BR, $17,995. Vinyl Siding, shingled roof. Also see
our 14' or 16' wides or double wides from
Champion, Fleetwood, Henderson, Imperial,
Mansion, Norris, and Sterling.

Rt 1A, Holden. ME

207-989-7644
Hours: Daily 9-6, SUnday 10-5

Jobs wanted

A DATING SERVlCE
Designed for discriminating
people Over 40.
• Affordable
. • ConfiCiential
• Supportive &
Individualized Attention

Includes Myers-Briggs
Personality Inventory.
How do single adults meet,
really? The best way to meet is
Compatibles. At Compatibles,
we know singles just like you.
Call us. We may know

someone specilll
waiting to
know you.
883-1066
pORnANO

C01npatibles
RESPOND 10 ANY PERSONAl. AD BY CALLING

900·370·2041
CALLS COST $1.49 A MINUTE.

business services

1-800-870-3318

stuff for sale

Jean Philippe LeFevre

busm. services

1 " - & Ex1eri0l'

INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia
M. Johnson. Certified Public Accountant. 686 Brighton Ave.• Portland, ME
04102-1012.207-772-2322.
ELECTRICAl WORK. Excellent rates.
Free esti mates. Replace old fuses with
breakers. No job too small. Call Joe
Hayes 727-3939.
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAIlABLE
todoodd jobs and moving. 111 moveyou
locally or long distance. Experienced &
dependable with references. call for my
low rates. n4-2159 anytime.
SPRING PAINTING- PAINT 1 ROOM.
get the 2nd half-off during March only.
Call Betsy at Portland Pai nt Works. 8710087. Neat. experienced. referenced.
·15'.4 off 1st exterior of '92.

I'
I

I

i I

, ,I

• i
I

1

!

I I

Cost-Effective
Health Insurance for
Self-Employed Individuals
Underwritten by
PFL Life Insurance Company

Call Douglas Strout
1-800-499-7609
207-871-7609

DAVE DEL DOnO'S CASH FlOW
COURSE. $5SO valuefor$92. call Gerry,
772-7464.
TUTOR, GET ONE FOR 10 HOURS at
$92. Learning doesn't have to be painful. n5-4959.
STUNNING 1930'S LONG VELVET OPERA COAT. Er!Tine hcod/cape. LegoQmutton sleeves. $92. Belfast 338-5490.
BASEBALL CARDS. FIVE MINT COMPlm Topps sets from 1988. Burks.
McGriff, Cone rookies. $92. 283-8420.

GUITARS- Fender Stratocaster (Japanese) EMG. locking tremolo, hardshell
case, 52SO. YAMAHA RGX 110 electric,
$125. ClARINETS-Artley. Sl00; Bundy,
$50. Sealy Twin boxspring & matress.

FREEZER/KELVINATORIWHITE UPRIGHT,560lb. capacity. used 7-8years,
excellent condition. $92. 854-5966.

$5O. 773-nOl .

KAYAK- PERCEPTION ECLIPSE white
water. great condition. Comes with
paddle, skirt and fitting pads. $4SO or
B.O. 775-1421. Leave message.
NIKON MD 4 MOTOR for Nikon F3 with
Nicad battery, $300; Nikon F2. $225:
Nikkor 35mnn-135mm Zoom, $280,
Nikkor 24mm, 2.8, 5175. Call Jim
Daniels. 772-5797.

ANTIQUE CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE. 592. also misc. furn. and baby
items, $92 for all. 87H981 .
QUEEN-SIZE WATERBED WITH ORAWERS. $92 or B.O. SolidoQak end tables
$92. 797-7631.
WOMEN'S 10 SPEED BICYCLE (huffy).
Excellent condition. $92. 871-1217.
POWERRJLSUNPACK511 AUTOMATIC
FLASH with side-mounting bracket Versatilefeaturesforamateur/professional.
$92. 967-5607.
ACOUSTICGUrrAR.Exceilentcond~ion.

592. Call Paul 871-1217.

- (JuaUty-

MENS 210 cm X-C SKIS with bindings
and boots (size 8). $92. 871-1217.

Plaster Repair
Taping
Painting
Woodwork

Restoration

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION
• QUICK REFUNDS·
2-3 day cheel< with
Refund .II nlicipatwn Loan
Many Returns Complel8d
Wbile You Wait

• Reasonable

References

• Experienced

• Prompt

General

• 90nfidentlal

Contractors
Welcome

F~ ".,I_1e

774-2984

or appollll_1If,
a.UJob .. HIUlsOfl III

772-1199
CHARLES B. MELCHER

7a ... 10 lOp ... • 7 days a we"Ar

PHOTOGRAPHER

~FLECTRONIC

~TAXFlUNG

NASTY~NEAT

ODD JOBS (WITHOUT AN ODD PRICE):
carpentry. masonry repairs. Window
sash cords, broken panes, screens replaced. Drywall, plaster and stucco repaired. All painting. FULLY INSURED.
call Homeowners Helper: 772-6759.

FINALLY••• AFFORDABLE

QUEEN SIZE WATERBED- se!Ti-baffled,
large shelved headboard with stenciled
oval!Tirror, base wldrawers. $92. 7618022.

1 WAY PlANE TICKET TO LOS ANGELES, March 13. $220 or B.O. 721-3032.

YEAR ROUND OR SEASONAl JOB IN
MAINE- Hospitality/foodservice professional, Culinary Degree, seeking position as chef, restaurant manager, motel
manager. deliltakeout. group sales,
housekeeper. Start spring or immediately. Non-management positions consideradalso. ContactDan Warman. 207695-3056.

WHITE STAG 9 x 12 CABIN TENT. Has
seen very little use. $92. Sears x-country skVrowing machine. $92 or B.O.
839-5487.

CREATING COUPLES

COMPULSIV[f CLEANING
... and other I~e support servic..

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS

501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland 775-6301
R...pond to eny peJWOnalItd by
. .ling

1IOO-370-2O<tl
Call. collf: 51 .<48 • minute.

• Small Busiuss COfUuIlillg •
• Booklrupillg SenJius •
• Ta>: PrePeralW. •

THOMAS W. WHEELER

761-1569

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or WOISe,
cI=ed up after them ...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

commercial

Erase
Bad Credit
CRI;DIT REPAIH :\En\,ORK
377 Fore St.
HI00-231 ·l733

APPlE lie WITH 2 DISC DRIVES, daisy
wheel printer. ass!. programs incl.
Appl6WOrXS & all manuals. $600 or B.O.
865-0S08.

WOMENS'190 cm X-C SKIS with bindings. poles and boots (size 71/2). $92.
871-1217.
ONKYO SERVO LOCKED STEREO
RECIEVER- 70 watt, many features. like
new! $92. call after 5pm. n4-4268.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT-heavy duty 4
drawerfilecabinel $139; portable dicta- .
tor5136; transcriber $314; tietack !Tike 1940s KITCHEN TABlE- Enamel and
$74; Macintosh software Irom $47. chrome. $50; like rt8W wood computer
table. $42. 773-9679.
761-4397.
KAYAK/CAMPING GEAR- Nautlrald 11,2 OAK UNFINISHED TABlE lnbox, 47x30,
pBrsonorsolo, folding kayak 52400; dl}' with parson styled legs. $92. 854-5157.
bag $13; Sawyer paddle $75; PFD $35; 2TWIN BATES GEORGE WASHINGTON
sea boots $35; Coleman lantem 528; bedspreads. Ivol}' color, excellent con761-4397.
dition. $92. 781-3280. leave message.
AUDIO. VIDEO & PHOTO- VCR: Sony MOVINGSAlE-Full matresslboxspring.
Sl V-SO with edit mon~orfunctlon $299; aquarium. chairs. other miscellaneous
2 Electro-Voice Sentry IlAstudio speak- items, $92. 797-3845.
ers at $224; harmonicas $14-$60; light
meters $125 each. For list 761-4397.
OLYMPIA "CARRERA" ElECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER- excellent condition. exNARRATION RECORDING GEAR- 3 tra ribbons. $92. 767-3046.
Ampex AG 600 recorders, need worX,
SHURE mixer and equalizer. mikes, SONY PS-LX 295 TURNTABlE. New in
record changer. sound effects library box. Never used (no albums). Nice conn51500. 2 EV Sentry IIA speakers $448. ponent. $92 or B.O. call 761-4214.
761-4397.
CHAPS! Black leather w~h fringe. Me2 SAXOPHONES, 1 E-AlTO, 1 CONN C- dium size. Ukle new. $92.767-8015.
Melody, 592 each. Call 934-7511.
ULTRA-SONIC HUMIDIFIER $35.
2 NEW PAIR HIGH-CLASS BOOTS, size Polaroid camera $15. beautiful wool
9 112, one profleece-lined suede, $92 poncho $42. Call 774-4103.
both . 934-7511.
EXPANDABLE MAPLE TABLE PLUS 6
MEN'S 27 in. SCHWINN, $92 or B.O.; CHAIRS plus bookcase. S92. Call 761also- Gay male movies, 2 @$92or B.O. 4201 to arrange a pick-up time.
call Roy, 774-9484 .
GUllAR - STEEL STRINGS. excellent
sound, perfect for your first guitar. 592
incl udes case. 774-4103.

PASS THIS
PAPER
ONTOA
FRIEND

Attention:

Architects, Builders, Cabinet Makers, Carpen.ters,
Decorators, Designers, Electricians, Furniture Restorers,
Heating & Cooling Experts, Landscapers, Painters, Plumbers,
RemOdelers, Renovators, Roofers, Security Systems, Window lDoor
Installers, Wood Floor Refinishers, Sheetrockers,
Siding Specialists, Tree Doctors ...

. More than half of all CBW readers own their own homes and 42% of those have begun
redecorating or remodeling within the past year!
Don't miss an opportunity to put your
business name in front of this important audience.
Call Casco Bay Weekly now to be included in our annual
Home ServIc:n Directory, a special feature of our Home 1__ .
Call 775-6601 and ask for Michael.
Issue date is April2. Deadln... March 27.

PANASONICTURNTABLE &RECEIVER
wI speakers. $92. 2 Wicker Etagere.
Both for 592. 797-7631.
QUEEN SIZE SLEEP SOFA IN GREAT
SHAPE. Very comfortable. $92. 8790499.
CANON 35mm CAMERA. Model FT with
SOmm lens, leather case- 592. 8548246.
10 GAl. AQUARIUM; full matress/box
spring ; magazine table; 2 oak kitchen
chairs: $92; 797-3845.

arts &crafts
STAINED GlASS SUPPLIES AND LESSONS available at J & P Craft Gallery.
Crsative items from Mai ne'scraftspeople
noted for quality also featured .
Southgate, RI. 1. Scarborough. Monday
thru Friday. 9:30~. Saturday 10-5:30.
883-4556.
COMPREHENSIVE JEWELRY SKILLS
COURSE- Excellent for beginners to intermediate. Sawing. soldering. finishing. enameling and more. Thursday
nights,6:3O-9:30, 7weeks, sta rts March
26th. $100. Call Laura Preshong, n35476.

gardens

,
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wheels

MONEY LOANED
on

FORD PROBE LX 1991- V6. white. standard. loaded. low mileage. asking
$13.OOOIreasonable offer. 892-5123 or
829-2204. Ask for Paula.
FORO TEMPO LX 1987- 4 dr., 4 cyI.,
black. new tires. automatic A/C !Tint
condition. One owner. 52.998. cail7678144. ~m.

1974 VW SUPER BEETLE. Good sticker
until October. Runs grsat. $850 or B.O.
call Dave at n4-()404 or 774-0185.
MAZDA 323 OX SEDAN, 1987- 51.000
m., AMlFM cassette. whitewlblack trim.
Very we/I maintained by one owner.
$3,600 firm. n5-3611 .
VW JrnA GlI, 1987- Red. sunroof. 5
speed~ 4 door. cruise. trip corTlluter.
901( mles. great condition. $4.700. 879-

6027.
CHEVY CAVALIER. 1990- 4 door automatic, A/C. cruise. tilt steering, AMlFM
stereo. 40,000 !Tiles. $5,200 or B.O.
761-1757.

CULTIVATE YOLIR GARDEN with mahogany benches, tables and chairs,
handcrafted by Yarmouth's Royall River
Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful
for ageneration's enjoyment For catalogue call 1-800-473-5802.

FORD MUSTANG LX. 1988-5speed,AI
C. sunroof. AMlFM cassette, power
steenng. power locks. 58.000 miles.
$400018.0. 865-1430.

wanted

BUICK SKYlARK CUSTOM. 1987- 4
door. 4 cylinder, automatic, PIS PIB AI
C. cruise. 66K miles. $3.295. ~I~nt
condiUon. 797-2893.

SOUND AlTERNATIVES buys, sells &
trades new & used records, tapes, and
CDs. Call n4-4446 (11-6).
GUARANTEED: BEST PRICES PAID FOR
RiFlES. hand guns. shot guns. 7298419. COASTAL TRADING POST, Cooks
Corner. Brumswick. ME.

wheels
$$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS. any
condition. seven days aweek, 9-9.
6878

n3-

VOLVO 242 DL1977- 2 dr.• white. new
paint. standard. 4 cyl., 4 spd. 87.000
!Tiles, AMlFM cassette, good sticker.
must beseen to appreciate. 52400. n44336.

VW JrnA. 1985- 2 door. red, automatic with A1C. exceptionally clean. Ask-

learning
DRAWING:LEARNINGTOSEE 10weeks
beg'ng Apri 6 & 8; 3 hour classes
Mon.-Wed. eves; tuition $250. Call
5728/write K. Boldt 19 Birch Knoll. cape
Eliz.. ME 04107 for brochure.

m

CORNERSTONE CHILDREN'S HOUSEA non-tradiUonallearning environment
has an opening for a3-1/2 to 7 year old
Child. Nurturing. child-centered atmosphere. Also accepting applications for
Fall '92 pre-school/kindergarten. n3m9.
PROTECT YOURSELF: SELF DEFENSE
FOR WOMEN- EveI}' Monday at 7:30
pm. At: Wherehouse. 29 Forest Ave.
Begins March 23. $4/class.

ing $3.195. call 207-247-3000. or 7938852 evenings.

animals

VWGOLF.1986-4 door. automatic with
AlC. 67.000 !Tiles. White with blue cloth
interior. Asking $4.100. call 207-2473000 or 79:H1852 evenings.

AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS- Bred
fOl temperment. obedience and protection. champion pedigree shots and
wormed, written hip & health guarantee. 4 generation pedigree. no In-breedIng. Call Auburn. 345-9796.

MITSUBISHI CONQUEST 1987- Turbo,
bla::k. stereo/cassette, leather interior,
loaded, 51 K !Tiles. excellent condition,
no rust one owner. $6.900. 797-9568.
BMW 2002. 1976- RebuiH engine. new
clutch, excellent interior. Best offer. Call
Phil. 854-4525.

ITS THE CATS PAJAMAS- Bed & Breakfast for cats. offering NO-CAGE
accomodaUons,large, sunny play area.
bird watching. sunbathing and TLC for
your cat while you're away. call 8839611 .

MERCURY COMET 1976- 42,000 easy
miles, no rust. exceptionally clean,
$1.100 inrecent improvements. $2,SOO,
B.O. 657-3580 eves.• 773-8179 days.

HOME RAISED PUPPIES, mini
Dachsunds, Schnauzars. Maltese. Bichon Frise. Shih Tzus. Buy from a
breeder- 885-5259.

CHEVY BLAZER 4x4, 1979- Power everything. automatic transmission, new
motor, paint and sticker. Lock inllock
out hubs. $3,200. n3-7701.
VOLVO 245 DL WAGON 1991- 23,000
!Tiles, excellent condition, air. heated
seats. AM/FM cassette. $18,000 or B.O.
m-3554,677-2987.
TOYOTA CAMRY DX 1990-lndigo blue.
5-speed , 27K miles, AlC, power accessories. AMlFM cassette. Showroom
condition! 510.750. 646-4094.
ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S
WHEElS DEAl! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY
$16! 775-6601 .

TWO BEAUTIFULLY DRAWN ASTRO- 1989 KAWASAKI NINJA 250. black and
LOGICAl CHARTS with 10 page expert red, 6S00 original !Tiles, immaculate
interpretation and telephone follow-up, condiUon. 52,150 or best offer. Possi ble
or two charts and 20 page cOr1llatibility trade. 856-7315. Susan.
interpretation (not by cOrTlluter). $92.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89
774-9237.
Mercedes... $200; '86 VW... $50; '87
COMPlETE BADGER AIRBRUSH SET Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang ... $50;
wi1h Instruction book, $92. call 839- Choose from thousands starting atS25.
mEE 24 hour recording reveals details;
2967.
801-379-2929 copyright IME114JC
SINGER SEWING MACHINE. PORTABlE. w~h fruitwood finish sewing CORVETTE... $400; BRONCO ... $50:'89
table. Excellent condiUon. $92. call 797- Mercedes... $200; '87 BMW... $100; '65
Mustang ... $50. U.S. PubWc auction.
8722.
druglOrd properties. Choose from thouG.E. SMAlL REmIGERATOR. BRAND sands starting at 525. FREE 24 hour
NEW. good for dorm or bar. $92. Call recording revealsgiveawayprices.lKll379-2930 copyright IMEl14RC
797-8722.

• Jewelly • Cameras
• StereO equipment. TVa
• Guns· Antique Jewelry

~OASTAL

TRADING POST

Cooks Corner. Brunswick
Licensed Pawn Brokers
729-8419
Open Mon. - Sat. 9am - Spm

STOP WASTING MONEY
You are spending way
too much on groceries. and
services. I invite you to
look at the consumerist
buying system that has
raised the standard of
living of over 4 million
American families so far.
Become a
SMART CONSUMER.
learn how to buy
more for less.
Call 207-865-4549
for more information.

ARE YOU CHILDLESS
ByrnOICE?
GllIduate student is
looking for married,
childless by choice
women to fill out
questionairre.
Participation will take
15-20 minutes.
Confidentiality is assured.
Married mothers are also
needed. Send name
and mailing address to:
Research Project
clo B. Granville
RR1 Box 338 B
Raymond, ME 04071

please respond
by March 20.

real uzzle

By 0

0 1l

RI/ben

Dress code
See if you can match each
of the numbered garments
with a pattern or fabric
listed below.

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner receives
two free passes to The
Movies at Exchange Street.
Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings
are done at random.
Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize in a
four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per person
per wee!<.
All entries for this week's
puzzle ml'St be received by
Wednesday, March 18. The
solution to this week's puzzle
will appear in the March 26
issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Send your best guess to:

1) scarf

2) deerstalker

3) hose
4) ascot (and lining)
5) waistcoat
6) overcoat
7) shirt
8) shorts
9) sport coat

tattersall
-glen plaid
seersucker
hounds tooth
Prince of Wales
-argyle
-madras
herringbone
-paisley

Real Puzzle # 113
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress 5t.
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle # 111
5 Forsythia
6 Honeysuckle
9 Tulip
12 Dahlia
7 Fuchsia
3 Tiger lily
2 Morning-glory
16 Sunflower
18 Aster

8 Pansy

This week, Tamara Noble
and a friend will dine at
Alberta's. Pauline Hahn and
a friend will take in a movie
at The Movies at Exchange
Street

13 Iris
11 Peony
14 Gladiola
15 Nardssus
17 Orchid
1 Buttercup
4 Rhododendron
10 Foxglove

(Doll Rubill's book, BRAINSTORMS, WIlS ,..emtly published by Harper and Row.)

Portland's Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!

Responding to
aCBW
Personal Ad,
but can't find
the stamps?

buletln board
EUROPE- only 5160. Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet CARRIBBEAN- only
$189! Round-trip air to somewhere
warm & sunny! AIRHITCH(r)-212-8642000.
••• DO IT YOURSELF DIVORCE •••
Save hundredS. Sar1llle forms and instructions to do your own uncontested
divorce without a lawyer. $5 ppd. Do It
Yourself, P.O. Box 6484-C. Portland,
04102
BVlESBIAHlGAY ADOLESCENTS (AGES
14-18): USM Educ. Dept grad student
collecting case studies of the experiences of biIIesbian/gay high schoOl students in Maine. Confidentiality ensured.
Your contribution could help teach tOlerance to teacherslad!Tinistrators. Respond to: EDU 601 Project. Box 4865.
Portland. ME 04112.
BABY CONTEST- BOYS & GiRlS. 010 3
years. sooo ht for local 1992 'ANNUAL
EASTER CONTEST'. Judged on ilIlpearance. personality and photogenicness.
Lots of fun! PRIZES! Entry fornn- 231 0211 .
PROFESSIONAl MAlE EXOTIC DANCERS for private parties. Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed. Call THE MEN'S
LINE. 828-1308.
Respond to any perwonal ad by
calling
800-370-2041
Call. co. S1 .48 a minute.

.9

Offering a huge selection of
videos, magazines and toys
for the discriminating adult.,.
JUST PICK UP
THE PHONE!

.
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"We IIltl'e lFlwl lOIl 're
S('(lrcit;IIg For .. ,

Ami Tlu'" SOllie! "

Call

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

900·370·2041
Call costs 1.49
a minute.
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PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO •

• VIDEO EXPO •

666 Congress St • 774-137

Route 236 • 439-6285

Open M-Sat. 10-10 •

Also in KITIERY

Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun. 12-7

.'
so

Casco &y

Weekly

March 12,1992
NEW KID IN TOWN SEEKS A lADY.
preferably no kids. attractive, t4'S between 20-40. I'm 5'1 0'. brown/hazel. 27
yrs.. professional, told attractive with
offbeat sense of humor. Love dining out
or In. movies. dancing, parties. beach.
sports. fitness. SoXIPatriots lovers win
major brownie points. ... 5881-

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY
ATTIlACTIVE. SLENDER, FIT 44 SWF
seeking attractllle man who Is Intelligent, nice, normal, personable, fun. Must
by detinition be attractive- nice looking.
• 5857

WF. 45. EDUCATED, ATTRACTIVE pro- DWF, 42, 5'8", 140 Ibs, FIT. t4'S, loves
fessional. values wholeness. honesty. Portland. the ocean and the outof doors.
friendship. enjoys arts. walks. biking, Enjoys cross-country skiing. walking.
dancing. NPR, intelligent conversation. hiking. biking. boating. musiC. movies.
SWF, 33, ATTRACTIVE, CREATIVE. Enseeks feminist man. 40-50. beyond tou ristl ng and regular doses of crazijoys keeping fit, hiking, rrovi8l, carJ1)blaming his mother or father. who 1$ ness. Would love to meet an affectionlng, trying new s1uff- simple, hones! DELECTABLE SWF. with long blonde emotionally available. intellectually cu- ate, tH. Intense man of similar interests
IMng, would like to MI1tually hille a curly hairas sol1 as myskin and eyas as rious, physically active. articulate. com- who enjoys hard work and hard play.
family- not psyched about pets. Wanna blue asthe ocean in wimer. You must be passionate. tender. capable of monog. Good sense of humor recommended.
meal a guy- early to mid 305. t4'S. 35-40. MIl over 6feat. handsome. pro- mous, collaborative aduh relationship CBW Box 992." 5901
drinking or drugging with some similar fessional, financially secure. You must based on trust. friendship. passion and
also be open to sensuous. passionate fun, who appreciates beauty. nature. SWF. MID-lWENTIES.SEEKS HONEST.
Interests. CBW Box 966." 5268
days and nights. Donfbe Intimidated. Imagination. feels at home in his body. stable. down-to-earth. SJD. t4'S. adVenSWF, 32. SEEKS t4'S. SM (2~2) with a what you seek Is what you get.. 5848 honors vulnerability in himself and oth- turous. single. romantic. handsome.
little bit of soul (race not Irr1)Ortant).
ers. has asense of humor, loves life and caring. huggable man who knows how
who enjoys good food, dancing. sing- SNOOZE YOU LOSEI t4'S SWF. 40. g0- harmony. CBW Box 989.
totreatawoman like alady.lfyoufitthis
Ing. movies. car trips and can tolerate Ing places, shaking things up. Having a
description give me a call. No head
occassional olympic shopping sprll8l5. good time on lhis swing through life. OVER THE HILL. OVERWEIGHT, OVER gamers, please.... 5914
Do you have good sense of humor and Dare to come along?'" 5847
40. intellectual. cynical. ori9inal1hinker.
enjoy listening to Luther Van Dross!
world-weary. interactive. great conver- RESI'ONO TO ItIIY PfRSONAlIoD BY CAlLING
DWF,
56
AND
STILL
GOING
STRONG.
Harry Connick?.. 5271
5'3" 160lb. spring chicken is looking for sationalis~ muttiplecareers(mostlyfascinating). Value books. beaches.
SWF- CABIN FEVER? Me, tool Got any a friend to dance around the barnyard flatwater canoeing. woodswalks. lake
ideas? Slowing down- settling down. If with. Good sense of humor a must swimming. unnication theory and afew
CALLS COST S1.4U MINUTE.
you're 35 or over and want 10 livelne in Ro mance? Maybe. Let's take one fence good friends. How about you? 5883
the slow lane then we should meet. I post at a time." 5846
want a man with faults- I've got some.
My wild side is behind me. How about ADVENTUROUS SWF SEEKING t4'S
you? Call orwrHe. P.O. Box 5165. Port- playmate/soulmate. educated professional 35-4Oish. approx. 5'8" or taller.
land. ME 04101." 5276
Must hille passion for spice in life. Do
21 Y.O. SWF. SICK OF GAMES. wants 10 traking in Nepal. biking In France. cruisJUST LOOKING FOR SOME GOOD, CLEAN
know what love Is. Adores ani mals. ing the Maine coast Interest you? Must
FUN· Honest SWM, 34,8', 1M Ibs". BRIBR.
camping. skiing. cooking. traveling. enjoy outdoor activities. the arts, and
good
lover. slightly disturbed. but not
roses. chocolate and peppermint. Look- want to start a family." 5844
ingforthat someonespecialto make my
dangerous.
Seeking .g. . . . .ve. pretty
heartsmile. If you're open-minded. en- BAllROOM DANCE PARTNER
f.nu
....
21-35.
for d.tlng. company. friendjoylne's little pleasures and havea great WANTED. especially for Latin Ballroom
dance,
for
classesand
occassionalweelcship.
Prefer
Intlm.t.
rel.tlonshlps, but not
sense of humor. write me and send a
photo to: P.O. Box 162. Topsham. ME end dances. I'm fairly new to Ballroom.
desper'llte yet. Person.1 C.II costs refunded
but I learn very quickly. so no beginners.
04086." 5278
If not delighted" tr 8830
please. Also- no romantic intentions inSWF. YOUNG 45. HONEST. CARING, t4' voIved.l'm 5'2". so don' worry ifyou're
s. NID, average weight and looks.llove short ... 5842
Each week. a casco Bay Weekly personalis chosen as CBW's -Person of
the W .... k" and Is awarded two fr.... movl. tlellats. compliment. of Maine
to dance. walks in the woods. bowling.
VERY
ATHLETlCSWF.
t4'S.
36,
125
Ibs
.•
Mall Cinemas. All personal ads or. entered In the drawing.
quiet times, etc.l·m seeking an honest,
caring. gentle man. 38-50. with a good willing to relocate to Maine soon. Seeksense of humor. P.O. Box 442. ing correspondence. leading 10 mean- SWF. 25. PRETTY AND NICE. bratty and THIS CUTL TRIM. INTELLIGENT. early
ingful relattonship- possible marriage. fresh. seeks aguy to get me through the 40s DWF. with many interests- exerWestbrook. ME 1J.4092." 5280
I'm versatile. look good In jeans or rest of the cold weather and into the cise. movies. outdoors. family. animals.
gowns, enjoy all actMties. deep love for
SWF. 19. SEEKS GUY-WITH-AN-ATTI- animals, honest, sincere, with Old-fash- warm Heshould beathletic, caring. and intellectual & cultural pursuits. looking
TUDE to save me from life in aconvent Ioned manners. My idealllWl would be a good spanker. Manly men preferred. for a man who is willing to d8\lelop a
relationship. express feelings. be hon"Toad the Wet Sprocket" fans get 25-36, SWM, t4'S that shares similar " 5892
brownie points. PIoten verbolen. P.O. qualities and is not afraid of TAlL 57". SLIM. ATTRACTIVE. fun~ov est, have fun. similar interes\$. t4'S.
social drinker.. 5927
Box 8758. Portland 04104 tt 5282
commlttment. For more details send Ing.lnteiligent. professional DWF Interletter to: C.J., P.O. Box 70. Union Hill. ested in meeting a tall. 5'10"+. weight
HELPI I'M A DAMSEl IN DISTRESS! N.Y. 14563. tt 5841
proportionate. professional SJDWM. 40- SF. REDHEAD. REASONABLY INTELLI50. who isaffectionateand caring with a GENT and attractive. seeking similar abThe castle Is cold this time of year.
where areyou. Prince Alluring?Thls 31 I'VE MET TOO MANY MR. WRONGS. " good sense of humor. loves nature. not solutely single male for fun. excitement
y.o. Princessissean:hingforfun things you're 28-35, t4'S. NID. career-minded obsessed with "doing his own thing". (the good kind) and hopefully a cure for
to do. enlightening conversations. crib- and financially secure. let's do coffee who takes time to "smell the flowers". each other's boredom You have to be
bage in the East 1Dwtr? The handsome sometime. No needy men need reply .... One who enjoys walking. likes drives in interesting. and If you're not seriously
prince must have sense of humor, Intel- 5862
the country. mountains, enjoys dining into sports. new age. lhe joys of the
ligence, and sensitivity. (Royal blood
out and dancing occasionally. likes great outdoors, america generally or
ARE YOU 54164. OVER 57" TO SIX FT.•
movies, theater. appreciatssgood "home raising afamily. itwould really help. PS:
not requred)." 5828
no chemical dependency?She: dark hair. cooking". likes entertaining once in a I smoke. and yes. I havean attitude. P.O.
5'3". pleasant disposition. easy on the
Box 9715-980. Portland. ME 04104.
INDEPENDENT. PROFESSIONAL. eyes. Soon into 60s leisure activities. while and quiet times at home. Most
irr1)Ortant,
has
to
want
to
share
life's
bibliophilic. artistic ArlBmis archetype. Call and tell her about your future inter30. opti mlstically encou rages Intell igent. ests and concerns. Sincerely DOVE . ... experiences with me. " 5896
men~women
articulate Apollos, humanistic. humor- 5861
WESPENTVAlENTINE'SDAY AlONE...
Istic Renaissance men. and smok&-free
Lars not befools on April Is!! Hopefully
sensitive New Age guys. 3Oish. to write NEWlY FORTY.lIVELY.LOVELY.LOV- by then we'll be enjoying each other's NEEDED: A FRIENDLY SMILE with a
intriguing letters and join me for skiing. ING lADY looking for fun & romance, company on the Eastrn Prom for sun- cute. affection. Thesmilecan be inwhite
rrovies, museums. biking, seakayaking, seeks gregarious. genuine. gentle. gen- rise. Saigon Sandwhich for lunch. Mad or black, yellow or brown. red. green or
rafti ng. Iunch or afternoon tea. Carpe erous gent. I love to dance. walk on the Horse for a play. or Woodford's for a purple as long as it's real. Color of hair
Diem P.O. Box 373. South Harpswell. beach in the moonlight & talk about latenight snack. I'm 28. serious and nol irr1)Ortant (as long as it's not purple).
thingsthat really matter.. .feelings, fears.
ME 04079. tt 5829
Call" 5265
friends. let's have some fun! Race un- foolish. P.O. Box 8377. Portland. ME
04104.... 5894
irr1)Ortant. .. 5867

women "'men

900·370·2041
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caw PERSONAL

SOMEWHERE OUT THERE... SWM. 27,
t4'S. drug-free. extremely huggable,
looking for caring. funfilled individual.
Myriad of interests from skiing to VCRs,
candleli9ht to dancing. and tons of
cuddles. Personality, honesty tops on
my list, how about yours? Age iust a
number. NtS.... 5281
SINGLE ALIEN MAlE (SIRllJSI. Y). 31.
seeks comely, t4'S terran female who
has not been absorbed byLandru.likes
include mountains. reading. movies.
ZenlMartial arts, CamperVan Beethoven.
brunettes. Kindred spirits please leave
message at designated coordinates....
5823
TAlL. DARK AND HANDSOME, SWM
41. 185 Ibs. N/S. dependable. hones~
thoughtful. affectiooate with sense of
humor. My forte: skiing. sailing.
watersports. cooking. gardening. etc.
Seeking attractive. slim. SWF. 28-41
who isn' afraid to share her time and
space. Letter and photos will get same.
CBW Box 970.... 5825
SWM. EDUCATED. SUCCESSFUL PROFESSIONAl, well exercised and fi~ 5'11·.
46 y.o. emigrant from Europe. childfree, well travelled. probably attractive.
Seeks mate for weekend fun. movies.
dancing. bookstores and art gallerias.
and more. Letters with aphoto wouId be
appreciated and returned ~d8sired. CBW
Box 975.
YOU WERE lIFEGUARDING A POOL on

Sat. Feb. 1st between ~pm when we
met. Your hair is brunette and you have
a very pretty smile. I'm a SWM. 25.
attractive. athletic. and very anxious to
meet you again. For a sincere friendship. please write. CBW Box 980 . ...
5840

(Galls cost 1.49/min)

LOOKING FORA SWF. 22-28. educated.
fre&-spirited. fun-loving, environmentally conscious, NlS. not afraid ofsnakes,
dips in mountain ponds. motorcycles.
camping, commlttment. I'm 32. tall. attractive. blue jeans/sneakers type. Call
or write. all replies answered. P.O. Box
2191. South Portland. ME 04t 16-2191.
... 5911
IFYOU lIKETRAVEL. TRAVEL. TRAVEl.
conversation. theater. arts. exercise.
travel. so do 1.l'm40ish. unencumbered
and looking for friendship. I wear suits
but love to laugh. Looking for 30-40y.o.
Please send photo and tell me about
yourself. P.O. Box 1694. Portland.
04t03 .... 5873
A LOVINGL YDOMINANT. non-oppressive. spiritual/sensual poeVartis~ mildly
overwei9h~ 41. 5'9". seeks long-term
relaflonship with a non-materialistic.
slenderish girl. 20-40, who has secret
fantasies of being erotically disciplined.
Prelerance: an old-fashioned but nonprudish Christian woman who attends
church occassionally. Write. detailing
your fantasies. CBW Box 987.
WARM-HEARTED. CARING. SWM. 33.
sense of humor. fun-loving and honest.
seeks SiUWF. 25-38. who likes the outdoors. music. movies, home cooking.
walks in the moonlight and quiet time
together, looking for friendship first with
possiblelong-termrelationship." 5889
ONE GOOD WOMAN REQUIRED-If you
are a professional. 29-37. and enjoy
cuttural events. travel, movies. music.
sports or just plain quality tim&- this 39
y.O.• 5'9'. NlS. handsome professional
would like to talk with you person to
person. For more Information call ...
5884
ROMANTIC. 40s. SWM. 5'11". 185lbs..
downtoearth. NtS. easy to please. sense
of humor. sensual. handsome, seeks
appealing. sexy. sensual. slender, t4'S.
very attractive. smiling. classy woman
(MIS). to find and enjoyloveand happiness. [PH)5876 •

WRITER. SM. 33- COMPLETELY
BROKE. currenHy making his play for
immortalHy-seeks justoneoriginal courageous woman for safe sex with all the
Intellectualtri mml ngs.lnto: androgeny.
long letters. absolute honesty. cultfllma.
Not Into: sexism. power. running your
Ina. P.O. Box 10051. Portland. ME04t04. CANDLELIGHTDINNERS.HOTBUBBl Y
... 5864
SATHS. warm oil massages and cou ntry
living! Do these sound exciting? Not
SWM. 3t. PROFESSIONAl. GENUINE. whenyou·reatone. ThismDWM. blonde.
blue needs you to share excitng days
Intelligent. adventurous, sensitive. pasd '
.
L' I' I'f th
sionate.Aneternaloptimlst.theglassis an qUletevemngs. ets Ive leeway
it should be... . 5877.
always half-full. I enjoy camping. long
walks, intense conversation, trillelling. SM. 36. LOOKING FORFRIENDLY, goodcollecting music. SeeIIing SJDWF. 25- natured. NtS. drug-free. S lady for fun
35, intelligent. assertive, seIf-confiden~ things. such as beach hiking and all
,able and willing to commit to a long- around companion for good times. ...
term relationship. CBW Box 983.... 5879
5868
-----------------DWM SEEKS FEMALE COUNTERPART.
-W-AN-T-T-O-AD-D-A-T-O-UC-H-O-F-M-Y-S-TE-R-Y 305-405. for spring fever. summer fun.
to your life? Adventurous and sligh~y fall(ing) leaves. winter warmth. An extrovert. hoSpitality minded. warm. NtS.
eccentric young writer/musician in friendly. Values open. honest commu.
search of inspiration seeks to corr&- nlcation. full intimacy. flossing. physispond with interesting females. Under cal exercise. walks on the beach. water.
30 preferred. all types of personalities
b h'
ho
I
. VCR
welcome. P.O. Box11442. Portland. ME sun at Ing. s rt trave. musIc.
04104. ... 5869
movies. dancing. P.O. Box 2086.
Windham. ME 04062.... 5885

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1"49/min)
How to respond to a personal ad
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Just call 1-900-370-2041 from arry touch-tone phone.
When Peraona/ CaI~ answers, fotlowthe Instructions and
enter the four-digit tt number of the ad that Interests you.
You may then leave a response, enter another tt number
or brOWBll through other messages. (Calla cost $1 .49 a
minute.)
To respond to ... ad without a tt number, write to the
P.O. box or CBW Box Indicated. When addressing mail to
a CBW Box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the
lower left hald comer of your envelope.

How to place a

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by mail, by FAX or by stopping by
our ofIIce at 551 A Congreea St. In downtown Portland. Call
775-6601 to find out more.
Each Caaco Bay Weetdy pereonal ad c:orn. with free
usa of a PIIrlIOIlaI Cal~ tt nUmber. When you place your
ad, you'H be given a tr number and an easy-to-foftow
Instruction sheet. It 'slmportant that you call and leave your
peraonal greeting before the paper comeeout on Thursday
- that wlIf you won't miss any of your respon_.
When recording your 9O-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe youl'gelf' - but don't leave your full
name, telephone number or
We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people respondng to

addr_.

leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

What does a personal ad cost?

Your ad:
Category:
o women rr men

Peraonal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 for two
weeks. Additional words cost 50¢ each. All personal ads
rn.Jst be placed for a mlnirn.Jm of two weeks. (Ads of 45
words or fewer are FREE when submit1ed via FAX on
Thuradays or with a current promotion.)
Use of a Personal caJI~ tt number is FREE. Use of a
CBW Box I which includes mail forwarding, costs $20.
Vi8ll, Mastercard, per90naI checks, money orders and
cash are welcome. All per90naI ads and box IIIIIYices must
be paid In advance.

Rules & deadlnes
Casco Bay Weekly Personals arefor single people seekIng relationehipe. CBW will refuee ada that seek to buy or
sell eexual services. No fun nametl, street addresses or
phone nurrCers win be published. Ads containing explicit
sexual or anatomical language will not be published. We
rsa.ve the right to adit or refuse any ad. P8t'80nai ads will
not be accepted oyer the phone,
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by noon on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or eend your ad to:
Ceaco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME
04101. FAX: 775-1615

Omen rrwomen

. 0 women rr women
Omen rr men

o others
o companions

Confidential Infonnation:
(We cannot print your ad without it)
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FREE

caw Box
forw_dlng
$20.)
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o Check hero Wyou roqueot

ONLY caw box _rdlng
________________
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SWM. 21. 5'10". 150 Ibs.• looking for
someone to dance the night away or
enjoy some quiet times. Write and send
photo. P.O. Box 5110. Portland. ME
04101 . " 5900
I'M NOT ASKING FOR A LOT. I'm a 22
y.o. professional looking for the love of
my lif~. " you are attractive. athletic.
imelligent and want to be treated like a
lady. you're my dream girl. Please drop
me a line.... - 5897
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRSTTIME In the
Personals. This SWM, 24. smoker.
reader. wanna-be artist. cynic 'il death
is looking for afemaie. age unimportant
(I'm notfrom northern Maine. so 20 is
the minimum). looks secondary to attitude. Give me a reason to write back.
P.O. Box 8377. Portland. ME 04104 ....
5893
DWM. 36. BLONDE/BROWN HAIR. blue
eyes, 170 Ibs. 5'8". Part-time parent
seeksphysicallyfH lemaie forfun.lriendshiP. maybe more. She should bedownto-earth.likeoutdooractivities. and must
possess positive attitude. For more information call'" 5898
DWM. 33. 6'1' RUGGED. CATHOLIC.
conservative. a social drinker, but no
drugs. Enjoys: walkson the beach, movies. traveling and eating out Looking for
DISWF. 27-34. for fun and maybe a
relationship. CBW Box 993.... 5904
SWM- 23. FINANCiAlLY STABLE. tall.
dark. handsome to most eyes. Passions
include ocean. mountains. lakes. and all
related activities. BlueslC&W/rock & roll.
live or Memorex. Seeking one SiUWF.
age is no matter. to spend warm days
and moonlit nighl1; together. Please be
LJD. smoker (cigs and/or Mother Nature), confident. and emotionally available. Good looking by definition. Tired
of being alone in a crowd? Me too. call
or write me. CBW Box 996.... 5906
WANTED: WILD HARlEY MISTRESS
forgoodtimes. Mustlikesummerjaunts.
drink, smoke. hell raising. rock & roll.
sax, and the freedom of it all. No strings
or commlttments. Curious? Don't let
the image scare you. Lefs meet. Letters
preferred. Can you feel the rumble yet?
CBW Box 997. ... 5917
FRUSTRATED MWM- OK- GOOD
LOOKS. clean. healthy, well-buil~ mid305. professional, nice person seeks
discreet affair with nice. sincere, attractive. petite. healthy. clean SJMF. Should
enjoy music. outdoors. fine wine & cuisine, passion. sax, Sincere only please.
.. 5916
MWM.6·I'. 1951bs, SAlESMAN. goodlooking they say. smoker, looking for
female. married or single. 30-50. for
afternoon fun anIVorfantasy. Drop mea
note and let me know about yourself. All
replies will be answered. Let's live life
and havefun.CBWBox998 ... 5908

SWM. 26. ENJOYS HIKING IN ACADIA,
progressive music. offshore sailing.
contemplating quantum theory, or just
walking along the beach. Interested in
meeting: hIPP'>'- mellow- bright- great
smil&- advent~rous female to betriend
and spend time with. CBW Box 999...
5910
UNCONVENTIONAL. ATTRACTIVE
SWM. 31. 6'4". 190 Ibs. likes cats.
8)(en:i08. the outdoors. movies. reading. music and good conversation. Seek
SJDF (w/o children) who considers herself attractive. has sense of humor, and
values integrity and sensitivity. Prefer
short brunettes. .. 5913
OKAY. SOMOSTOFMYFRIENDSTHINK
I have hit the Far Side. maybe that is
true. but I like to laugh and have fun in
the sun and play with you. oh little Bo
Peep. you are so wild. you make me
freak and I want you tonight in the field.
And I've got your flock of sheep. Let's
talk.... 5919

SWM. YOUNG, TALL AND HANDSOME.
Bodybuilder type. Warm. Intelligent.
compassionate and sincere. RecenHy
moved into the area. Enjoys cooking.
exercise. long romantic walks on the
beach and pampering my mates. Seeks
a petite equal. CBW Box 002.

men .. men

GWM. 40ish PROFESSIONAl. t4'S. into
having a good time. like quiet home
time. cooking. movies. Seek same, 3045. who is honest & who hates the bar
PENPAl WANTED: 50 YEAR OLD out- scene & games. Looking for friendship
of-slate. divorced male with strong tr. and more. Portland south to York county
ditional, family oriented val U8S desires a area only. ... 5274
caring, Christian lady with similar values for penpal relationship to share GM SEEKS 100·... GM WHO IS SECURE
thoughts and feelings about life's jour- with thei r own lifestyle. proud to be gay.
ney. ~hapssomedayW8wili mealbu~ open. enjoy "Theclub's", films, converfor now. let·s become friends lhrough sation. Substance free. not involved at
letters. CBW Box 003.
present. Enjoy dancnnd want to exp&rience vibeology. Write. include name.
SWM. 24. PROFESSIONAl. NEW IN phone. P.O. Box 6101. Falmouth. ME
TOWN. Young-looking. 5'9'. 150 Ibs. Nt 04105.... 5832
S. f~ness-minded. outdoorskind ofguy.
seeking attractive SWF. 18-25. who is HIV AND HEAlTHY! I want to meet
healthy and career oriented. to share other men like me: Honest, open. ou~
good times. Let's meet! .. 5920
living well. enjoying life. busy. Choosing
no drugs. no interventions, BUT bright
WM. DOMINANT. SEEKS lADYS who ou~ook. good-living. expanding new
desire a more disciplined life. Blondes. interests. growing. learning. Full emoredheads. feminists preferred, brunettes tions. spirituality. laughter. sunshine.
accepted. I'm 6'1". 210 Ibs. average exercise! Alex. Box 1573. Portland.
looks. but a true man. ... 5923
04104. " 5851
ATTRACTIVE SWM. 27. is looking for a IF YOU THINK YOU ARE "STRAIGHT
sexy. romantic SWF, 23-30, who enjoys ACTING". getsometheraP'>' (get adress
the finer things in Ine. You must enjoy or get a woman). GWM. 29. attractive
diningoUVin. cuddling. skiing, walks on Italian seeks fair-blonde. N/S profesthe beach and besponlaneous.Let·sgel sional. late 2Os-305. open. fun. with
together.... 5926
Rhoda/Brenda sensibilities a plus. ...
5860
'
DESPERATEL Y SEEKING SUSAN ...
Jane. Mary. (fill in the biank). SWM WGM. RETIREE. HEALTHY 705. seeks
looking for enthusiastic. attractive friend (intellectual leftist) any age;
woman. 22-30. whodoesn1 mind morn- occassional cuddling. travel pa-rtner.
ing aerobics and Late Night w/aherna- Elderhostels? Possible future
tive David Letterman. A profesSional housemate. CB W Box 984. .. 5870
naked Twister player who will lake ~ to
the Ii mits. ... 5925
GAY MASCULINE BOYISH WM. seeks
companion of firm body and mind. Ef·
JUST LOOKING FOR SOME GOOD. fected. but not affected by Ine with a
ClEAN FUN- Honest SWM. 34. 6'. 165 responseot humor and kindness.Please
Ibs.• BRlBR. good lover. slightly dis- include photo. CBW Box 985. .. 5875
turbed. but not dangerous. Seeking ago.
gressive. pretty female, 21-35. for dat- GO FOR IT! 32. NtS. NID. PROFESing. company. friendship. Prefer inti- SIONAL. into natural highs. sparkling
mate relationships, but not desperate eyes, beach walks. fitness. humanity.
yet Personal ,Cail costs refunded if not sharing. friendship. romance. positivdelighted. .. 5930
ity. intimacy. education. affection. tofu.
laughter. creatiVity .. fun. "Ouantam
BIG HANDSOME MAN. SWM. 35. 5'9'. Leap". Carly Simon. films, gardens. th&300+. blue eyes. brown hair. I am a atre. purity. zest. nature... LIFE! Call
loving. caring. sincere and honest per- now! • 5878
son. I like going out. movies. aimiess
drives. and hometife. I am looking for
that special person who will accept me
for who I am. and I will do the same.
Please write or call. P.O. Box 1073.
Westbrook, ME 04098. " 5929
!call a me give So .people interesting
mealing. movies. summer. sports like.
27l'm.fun have to how knows who .2D35 ,lady Intelligent an meet to want I but
.crazy this really not t'm .ad my read to
way correct the out figured you .Congmulatlons .. 5928

women ~women
ME: JoBeth Williams look-alike. 36 and
a law professional. "plenipotentiary".
YOU: 22-40. single or married. feminine. pretty to beautiful. adventurous.
and willing to give in to my strong personality. Stop wondering and take that
step. P.O. BoxI785. Portland. ME04104.
• 5267

SWF (Bi-probably). 28. attractive, full ot
Ine & loves adventure. searching for Bi
or GWF. feminine. attractive & tak&charge kind of woman to help guide me
on a wonderful. special and adventurous journey into aworld of the unknown
to me... 5858

AGGRESSIVE?!... LOOKING FOR A BIG
LOOSER. someoneto turn my crank ... if
you·refit. fast and free, then I'mgroovy.
gay. haPP'>'tosay... 25. References upon
request. P.O. Box 8377. Portland. ME
04104. ... 5895

ADVENTUROUS, CURIOUS. FiNAlLY
SWM. seeks pretty female twosome for
3-way conversation and special ti meso
Does this really happen or Is it strictly
fantasy? Why don' we discover new
experiences together?... 5886

GWM. 25. SEEKS GM. 25 OR UNDER. I
am 5'9". 170 Ibs, trim & fit. I like to
workout. outdoor sports. movies. and
lots more. LOOking for slime. Into havIng fun and intimate times. I am chemfree and health conscious. Looking for
friend to share with on all levels. ...

WE WANT YOU TO WANT US: Looking
for young healthy woman between the
ages 18-25. to fulfill a young healthy
married couples fantasy. For a discreet
and very safe experience. please send
photo to CBW Box 995.... 5905

5899
PROFESSIONAl.ATIRACTIVE NtSGM.
32. looking for someone to spend quality time with. Interests include travel.
the beach. skiing, hiking. camping. concerts. cars or just about anything that's
fun. Please be stable. honest. caring.
masculine. attractive. average build and
25-35. caw Box 994." 5903
BiWM. 25. GOOD-LOOKING. 6'0·. 180
Ibs, N/S. straight acting. Interested in
meeting BiWM. 18-25 yrs. good-looking. fit & trim. for friendship and maybe
more.... 5907
BiWM. 30. NEW TO AREA AND
LIFESTYLE. Honest. fun. extremely passionate. wishes to meet Bi or GWMs
who can be same. Discretion assured.
Please call. will answer all.. 5922

others
TIRED OF THE DARK SIDE ERUPTING
with fantasias only to find yourself without friends of the same sensual. adventurous mode to call on?Soarewe. Write
usof your likes. dislikes. please be honest Descriptions or pictures. All replies
will be answered. P.O. Box 9715-190.
Portland. ME 04104 .... 5273

SETllED. CUTE. CUDDLY GF likes dinners inlou~ values intimate moments.
I'm 44. t4'S. looking for unattached.
feminine. GF. (single. divorced. no lover).
SWM. 35. ATTRACTIVE (BROWN/ Children 01<. Please call .. 5880
BLUE). professional. fit. (5'10-112". t55
Ibs.). sensitive. sincere. romantic. ad- WL(ESBIAN)W. EARLY 405. warm. at~enturous. Seeking attractive. slim.lov- tractive. educated. professional. direc~
Ing. SlDWF. 27-35. who enjoys out- se~ble. activist. great sense of humor.
doors. dancing. candlelight for long- enjOYS outdoors, thearts.dancing. NPR.
term relationship. Photo appreciated. thinking. intelligent conversation. looking for lesbian woman interested in
caWBoxOOI. tt 5912
friendship with possibility of relationship. caw Box 990.
MBiF LOOKING FOR SAME OR SINGLE
to have afriendship with us. to enjoy life PRETTY. PASSIONATE AND AFFECtogether and fun conversations and spe- TIONATE Bi femme. middle 205, seeks
cial ~mes. Very clean and nea~ discr&- same for fun. friendship and romance.
tion assured. P.O. Box 295. Portland. CreatMty andlorintelligencea plus! P.O.
Box 1573. Portland. ME 04104. •
ME 04112. ... 5915
5882

companions
CREATE AMIRAClE IN YOUR LIFE AND
OURS- Malepart-timeco-parentof nonverbal. au~stic child asks for N/S. NJtl.
no drugs, self-assured volunteers to
learn to interact with child at my house
andon outings. Must have car.... 5824

FRIENDS- YOUNG MARRIED WOMAN
seeking new friends. 25+. who are available during the weekdays to explore
ISlAND BOY. GOLDEN AND BLUE. I Portland and surrounding areas. Absowatch as you walk by. I can'tlook away. lutely no romance involved. just fun
I want to smile. I can only think "Hello". companionship. children are welcome.
You pass completely. and (again) I am Ifyou're interested in art exhibits. going
disappointed that although I want to to the beach in the summer. shopping.
reach beyond the window. I do not movies & you don' want to go alone.
Aurora. tr 5909
then give me a call.... 5887
LIVElY. CHEM-FREE SWM. 30. daring
but discreet, attractive and personable. WMSEEKSWFformoviesandcompanseeks sexy and alluring female two- ions hip. CBW Box 991. ... 5902
some for frequent hot tub excursions
and some good clean tun. Let's relieve
this spring fever the natural way. Try it. SF. 30+. SEEKING NEW FRIENDS for
movies, bowling. exploring Portland &
you'II love it! " 5921
surrounding areas. This is not for roATIENTION MARRIED WOMEN: Tired mance. ~you miss going outwilh friends
ofthesameold thing. no respectforthe who have moved or married. call. NtS.
things you do. tired of being treated like non-ilrug users & light drinkers only.
apiece of meat?Wantto giveevery1hing Preler 30-40 age group. 11' 5918
uP. but too much to lose: kids. house?
Similar Circumstance: very good-looking MWM seeking sensual times with
one special woman. Haven' been a[ound
the block. not capable of reproducing.
Cleanliness and discretion assured and
a must. Able to cover own tracks. No
home or I'(ork phone calls. No fatal
attractions. Haveflexibleschedule. P.O.
Box 11421. Portland. ME 04104. tr
5925.

ONLY
FIVE
DOIJARS

2 SWM. LIBERAl •. OPEN-MINDED. r&cently released from institution. Enjoy
adult movies. Jim Beam. hubcaps. car
HElP! ARE YOU A SENSUAL WOMAN radios and collecting contraband.Lookfor a two week ad
who can assist me in fulfilling my ing for gullible. naive. wealthy woman to
husband's fantaSies? I'm looking for an sa~sfy CUriosities. depraved cravings
Now is the time to place a
experienced woman with lots to give. and our needs for companionship. Unpersonal ad with
for a safe discreet experience. Call or employed. conlident. militant feminists
Perso~
CaIl®.
write so we can meetfor planning. P.O. need notaply. Ceditreferences required.
Simply fill out the order
Box 9715-316. Portland. ME 04104 .... .. 5931
5871
form below and you're on
OLDER MAN WISHES TO VIDEOTAPE
Reapond to any pefllOnaJ ad by
your way to meeting that
with
single
or
couple
in
N.E.
area.
Artist
calling
special Someone!
poet. organist. writer & so forth. Ha~
Il00-370-2041
much equipment CBW Box 988. .... ' - - - - - - -_ _ _ _-1
Calla cost $1.49 a minute.
5888

ernie ook

By Lyllda Harry

I'M ALL THf VlA,( SACK HOME NOW. GOT
MY t;.AMr: RooM, Go, MY SAME MOM,
GOT A NEW OOG,A ~T 00(;, NAMED
BA'O'(. PLEASE: DON'T THIN\'<. '\1-1\) NEXT
PARi IS W'EIRe ~'ECAVSE '(0\.\ COV\..D \F
'<0\.\ DIDN'T KNOW MY MOM: SHE SAID
IT WAS 'OHAuSf OF ~A'ay SHE WANTED
IJS 'O~t\'<..

J)

51\10 SAlt) 0/'/1: DA,( SWE WAS LOOkiNG AT
BABY ANI> BABy LOOKED So LONELY
m"T NI.OM REAI..\'!.eo HAVING KIDS
AROUND To ~LAY WITH yJOVLt> MAI'<E
BABY I-\APPY .so THATS Wl-\~N Site
CA\.LEt> GRANDMA AND 51\10 "6l\/E ME

/IIY CHI\.~ReN BAtK." aUT MONo MEANS
TI-\I'tT SToRy "S A Jo Kc. Slil; LALtGHED
AFTER SHE 1'OLD IT THEN W'E 1..I\IAGt\EO
TI-I'CN MOM POINTE D OVT How I GOT

B~~'

~

~

INTElLIGENT. INTEGRATED and
Independant lesbian. early40s. who can
be cute. charming and challenging. is
lOOking for women (or awoman) to add
stimulating conversation and memorable adventures to her life. ... 5890
HIGHLYEVOLVED.SOMEWHATEClECTIC and sometimes eccentric. 50ish lesbian. complete and confident in self and
Ine. seeks to connect with si milarwomen
for conversation. companionship. and
creative carousing. ... 589t

s,

SHe SAIl> I WAS DEVELOPING AND I SAIl>
(OVI..O WE TAI..K ABoIIT Ii LAlI:R AND SHE
SAID '(ES WE NEEl>~O To HAVE A p~\VAn
TAI..K AND W\'\'~N MI\RW~ AND FREDDY
WENT TO SI..EE1>, IN fRONT OF J'OI-\NN,(
CARSoN WE \-lAD IT. SHE ASKED ME
DID I KNOW ASovT THE CENSORED Cf'N
SOR~t) (ENSOR'CO T~IN(,S IN LIFE' A1'ID
I SAl\) \ t)lD. '~HERE'D YO\) I..EARN IT?"
I $"'D ·'IN HEA\.Tt\." I KNOW ITS A I..IE
B\JT I WASN'f AMvT TO SAY' FROM DO

'/r

,y
//

WHO Ie; DOUb /l.NYwA'( I\/'/Y MoRE? ~E

WAS IN MY 0\..0 \..IFE'. NOW I GOT A
SRAND /'lEW ONE. NOW 1'HAT \ MoVED
SA(l< \-\t:RE T\'\E STOR,( OF MY 10iFE
IS WAS\-IEO WI-\I1'~R '\HAN SNOW QECAVS'E NO ONE ~NOI#S AN':!THIN6 ASolIT
Me, MOM. SA'<~ I DON'T \-\AV E' TO
STAR! M'( Ni:W S(HOOI.. UNri L MoNDAY.
bW'ES ME F\\JE DA'(> TO EXPERIMENT ON M'< NEW PtR$ONAI..IT'(: SHY.
DEEP. S"RAIG~T A~" AND A BRITISH
A(lENT.
)J\

,!-\A,

~.,Jl
\
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Btry v.l!Lkly

•
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®

Crisp, Clean and Refreshing
Natural Spring Water
•

From Maine, Since 1845

